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All titles include Public 
Performance Rights.

Closed Captioning 
is available where 
indicated. (CC)

FREE ONLINE PREVIEWS 
for many titles - visit 
www.mcintyre.ca and 
create your account. 
Short 2 - 3 minute clips 
or full-length previews 
are available.

Duplication and 
Streaming Rights are 
available for most  of 
our programs. For more 
information, please 
contact us.

Format - all titles will 
be sent to you in DVD 
format.

Shipping & Prices
All prices are in CDN $. 
Taxes and S/H are extra. 
S/H can be estimated 
at 7% of the purchase 
price. Minimum 
shipping and handling is 
$10 per order.
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What’s HOT?

Put the power of digital media into your courses with 
Films on Demand streaming video.

Your colleagues in colleges and universities across Canada love it!
Here’s what they have to say:

“A new vital tool added to enhance classroom instruction. More and more 
faculty are asking how to use it every day.” -

   AnneMarie DeGroot, SAIT (Southern Alberta Institute of Technology)

Films On Demand is our Web-based digital video delivery service that allows you to view 
streaming videos from Films Media Group anytime, anywhere, 24/7! Choose from thousands 
of high-quality educational titles in dozens of subject areas. Special features allow users 
the ability to organize and bookmark clips, create and share playlists, personalize folders, 
and manage their entire collection through a robust administrative reporting system. Films 
On Demand delivers outstanding digital video ideal for students, faculty, and public library 
patrons through online catalogues, distance-learning courses, and learning management 
systems.

Over 7,000 full-length videos!

Over 81,000 clips!

Over 600 videos added each year!

Mobile 
Device 

friendly!

Call today for more information 
and your FREE 30-day trial!

1-800-565-3036

FREE online PREVIEWS
Visit www.mcintyre.ca

Indicates that streaming is available
Note: Digital Rights for PBS titles are being 
added monthly. Check back with us for updates.

Indicates that title is a Canadian production.



Pioneers of Television: Season 2
2011   CC   240 min   PBS
Nearly 100 stars from TV’s formative 
years bring their stories to PBS in 
season two of the Emmy®-nominated 
documentary series PIONEERS OF 
TELEVISION. Narrated by Kelsey 
Grammer, each episode melds 
compelling new interviews with 
irresistible archival clips to offer a 
fresh take on TV’s founding celebrities. 
This season’s four new episodes 
profile science fiction, crime dramas, 
local kids’ shows, and westerns.
#041345DV-PS2  $59.95: DVD

Pioneers of Television: Westerns
2011   CC   60 min   PBS
Known everywhere as the 
quintessential American cultural 
identity, westerns filled small screens 
across the country night after night 
and were some of the most successful 
television shows in history. This 
episode also examines the popularity 
of “Bonanza” and the creation of the 
classic series “Gunsmoke” with James 
Arness -- one of the longest-running 
television series of all time.
#041346DV-PS2  $54.95: DVD

Pioneers of Television: Science Fiction
2011   CC   60 min   PBS
This episode explores how storytellers 
Gene Roddenberry and Rod Serling 
(of The Twilight Zone) used the 
future as a stage for modern morality 
plays, and William Shatner, Leonard 
Nimoy, Nichelle Nichols and other 
science-fiction stars describe how they 
prepared to interact on-camera with a 
malevolent alien force ... or, perhaps, a 
giant radish.
#041347DV-PS2  $54.95: DVD

Pioneers of Television: Crime Dramas
2011   CC   60 min   PBS
As viewers reveled in being 
transported to shadowy underworlds, 
creative geniuses emerged in the 
forms of Jack Webb, Desi Arnaz, and 
Bruce Geller. Groundbreaking actors 
Bill Cosby and Angie Dickinson reveal 
the methods behind their successes 
as the first African-American and 
breakthrough female lead characters 
in a television series.
#041348DV-PS2   $54.95: DVD

Pioneers of Television: Local Kids TV
2011   CC   60 min   PBS
Local kids’ programs shaped the 
childhoods of millions of American 
children in the early years of 
television. Performers such as Willard 
Scott and William Shatner honed their 
skills performing on live TV with small 
budgets and little support. 
#041356DV-PS2  $54.95: DVD
Related titles: Pioneers of Television: 
Season 1.

Behind the Scenes at Canada AM
2010   CC   15 min   CTV
Great for film and media classes! 
Canada AM Weather Anchor Jeff 
Hutchinson takes you behind the 
scenes of Canada’s most watched 
national morning newsmagazine, 
Canada AM.  
#CTV496DV-PS2     $99.95: DVD

Star Power: W5
2011   CC   20 min   CTV
In a special edition of W5, 
SandieRinaldo sits down with Jay 
Baruchel, Kim Cattrall, Robert Lantos, 
and Christopher Plummer -- high 
profile Canadians who shaped the film 
business in Canada and in Hollywood.
CTV503DV-PS2  $99.95: DVD

MEDIA LITERACY/ENTERTAINMENT

And That’s The Kind of Life It’s Been
2011   CC   47 min   CTV
After 60 years in broadcasting – and 35 years at CTV – Canada’s most-trusted 
news anchor Lloyd Robertson signs off for the last time at the end of his final 
broadcast on Thursday, September 1, 2011 at 11 p.m. This original, one-hour 
documentary directed by Robertson’s filmmaker daughter Lisa, offers a unique 
and personal glimpse into the life of one of Canada’s most treasured icons, 
uncovering this Stratford, Ontario boy’s humble beginnings and his rise to 
recognition as “Canada’s most-trusted news anchor.” Robertson’s wife and four 
daughters, his closest high school pals, and friends such as CTV’s Craig Oliver 
and former television journalist, the Hon. Pamela Wallin, share reflections and 
stories about Robertson in the documentary.
CTV519DV-PS2 $99.95: DVD

Canadian Music Through the Ages: Canada AM
2011   CC   30 min   CTV
In celebration of the 2011 Juno Awards, Canada AM takes a look at the last 40 
years of Canadian music. Segments include:
1970’S JUNO RETROSPECTIVE: From The Guess Who to Anne Murray, it was a 
golden decade for Canadian music and The JUNO Awards were born. 
1980’s JUNO RETROSPECTIVE: Music videos took off putting the Canadian music 
industry on the world stage and turning performers like Bryan Adams and Neil 
Young into international superstars
1990’s JUNO RETROSPECTIVE: Bring on the gals! Canadian women shake up 
the boys club dominating the music charts, while Napster shakes up the music 
industry
2000’s JUNO RETROSPECTIVE: The post-grunge era saw a spike in digital 
downloads and a surge in Canadian superstars. CTV takes The JUNO Awards to 
international calibre. 
ARTIST INTERVIEWS: Featuring interviews with Bachman and Turner; and three 
JUNO nominees – Royal Wood, Dean Broady, and Faber Drive.
#CTV511DV-PS2  $99.95: DVD

MEDIA LITERACY/ENTERTAINMENT
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Best of 2010: Clio Gold Plus
2010   45 min   
Films for the Humanities
This program presents the best of the 
Clio gold and silver winners for the 
year 2010. Entries include “Antiquing” 
and “Strolling” (Viagra), “Bird” (MTV), 
“Cinema 21:9” (Philips), “Destiny” 
(Axe), “Double Take” (Monster.com), 
“Going West” (New Zealand Book 
Council), “Invocation” (SOS Atlantic 
Forest Foundation), “Local Radio” 
(BBC), “Monkey” (Tierschutzbund 
German Animal Protection 
Federation), “New Kid” (Luvs Diapers), 
“PC Folders” and “Mac Folders” 
(UNICEF), “Pure Waters” (James Boag’s 
Draught), “Tag” (Nike), “The Life” 
(Microsoft Xbox 360 Halo 3: ODST), 
“Trigger Happy” (Canon Cameras), and 
more.
#394192DV-PS2  $179.95: DVD

Houdini: American Experience
2011   CC   60 min   PBS
Unlock Houdini’s story in this 
outstanding documentary!
To watch Harry Houdini perform was 
to see a man rush headlong toward 
death – only to escape it at the last 
possible moment. He overcame 
our darkest nightmares: drowning, 
suffocating, and being trapped. No 
lock could hold him. No entertainer 
could out dazzle him. He took his 
audiences to the brink of tragedy and 
left them breathless with fear. This 
American Experience program tells the 
story of history’s greatest showman.    
#041428DV-PS2  $59.95: DVD

Craft in America, Messages
2011   CC   60 min   PBS
CRAFT IN AMERICA promotes and 
advances original handcrafted work 
and will inspire people of all ages to 
pursue their own creativity. Messages 
looks at the ways many craft artists go 
beyond skill to personal and political 
expression. 
#041416DV-PS2  $59.95: DVD

Tree Safari: The KOA Connection
2010   CC   30 min   PBS
TREE SAFARI: The Koa Connection 
melds art, culture, science and eco-
travel, following Brad Sells from his 
studio to the volcanic slopes of Hawaii 
in a quest for koa wood, revered for its 
density, tone and colour.
#041325DV-PS2  $54.95: DVD

William Kentridge: Anything is 
Possible
2010   CC   60 min   PBS
William Kentridge is a South African 
artist perhaps best known for his 
animated films. William Kentridge: 
Anything is Possible provides a rare, in-
depth look at the life and work of the 
internationally acclaimed artist as he 
directs a production of Shostakovich’s 
“The Nose” for the Metropolitan 
Opera.
#041307DV-PS2  $54.95: DVD

Building the Great Cathedrals: NOVA
2010   CC   60 min   PBS
Carved from a hundred million pounds 
of stone, soaring effortlessly atop 
a spider web of masonry, Gothic 
cathedrals are marvels of human 
achievement and artistry. But how 
did medieval builders reach such 
spectacular heights? On this dazzling 
journey inside the jewels of Gothic 
architecture, NOVA reveals the hidden 
formulas, drawn from the pages of 
the Bible itself, that drove medieval 
builders ever upward.
#041302DV-PS2     $54.95: DVD

Make No Little Plans: Daniel Burnham 
and the American City
2010   CC   60 min   PBS
The story of Daniel Burnham, a 
dreamer, who shaped some of 
America’s best-known places and 
spaces. The film explores Burnham’s 
fascinating career and complex legacy 
as public debate continues today 
about how and for whom cities are 
planned.
#041340DV-PS2  $54.95: DVD

Internet Research and Information Literacy: 
Effective Strategies and Cautionary Tales

2011   19-22 min each  Cambridge Educational
Thanks to the Internet, a virtual cosmos of information is at our fingertips. But 
does more equal better when helpful and not-so-helpful content are equally 
abundant? How is online propaganda different from traditional propaganda? 
What solutions do we have to the growing problem of plagiarism? This series 
illustrates best practices for viewers who are learning to apply academic 
standards and scholarly research methods to the rapidly evolving online world. 
A viewable/printable instructor’s guide is available online. 

SPECIAL SERIES SPRICE - ONLY  $299.85 - a saving of $30 - 
Series Product #394154DV-PS2

Effective Internet 
Search: Basic 
Tools and Advanced 
Strategies
This video introduces 
strategic, study-related 
online search methods 
that viewers may not be 
familiar with, especially 
if they’re accustomed to 
the more recreational side 
of the Internet. Outlining 
ways to formulate initial 
questions about a topic, 
the program offers 
examples of frequently 
used search engines (from 
Google to specialized 
databases) and how to 
take advantage of them 
using keywords, quotation 
marks, Boolean operators, 
nesting, wildcard and 
truncation symbols, and 
other typed-in directives. 
Result-oriented topics are 
also featured, including: 
the differences between 
primary, secondary, and 
tertiary sources; the best 
criteria for confirming the 
legitimacy of a particular 
Web site; and helpful 
techniques for searching 
within a site.
#394155DV-PS2      
$109.95: DVD

Recognizing Online 
Propaganda, 
Bias, and Advertising
While their motives 
aren’t always evil, people 
who bend the truth 
don’t usually do so for 
the greater good, either. 
The online world is no 
exception—in fact, it’s a 
paradise for purveyors of 
hype, pseudo-journalism, 
and intellectual snake 
oil. This video explores 
ways to identify bias and 
propaganda on the Internet 
and sift through the various 
influences, such as political 
or corporate interests, that 
may be behind some Web 
content. Spotlighting key 
aspects of propaganda 
and bias-driven writing, 
such as the use of 
glittering generalities, 
name-calling, or card-
stacking, the program 
also presents important 
tips for differentiating 
between advertising and 
genuinely useful, scholarly 
material—a task made 
increasingly difficult 
by cleverly disguised 
sponsorship. Web savvy is 
further developed through 
discussions of URL suffixes 
(.com, .org, etc.) and what 
they indicate.
#394156DV-PS2         
$109.95: DVD

Plagiarism 2.0: 
Information Ethics in 
the Digital Age
For a generation raised 
on the ideology of “open 
source” and the ability to 
quickly cut and paste, the 
concept of plagiarism may 
seem foreign or passé. 
And that, of course, can 
lead to trouble. This video 
examines the behaviours 
that constitute plagiarism, 
their consequences, and 
the best ways to avoid 
them. Showing how 
accidental copying as well 
as willful plagiarism can 
occur, the program lays out 
the dangers of cheating, 
then illustrates the 
pitfalls of non-attribution 
and patch writing while 
showing how to properly 
attribute and paraphrase 
a lengthy quotation. 
Copyright, trademark, 
and intellectual property 
concepts are clearly 
discussed, in addition 
to potential sources of 
non-copyrighted material. 
Common citation formats 
(APA, MLA, Bluebook, etc.) 
are listed along with the 
suggestion that the student 
confer with his or her 
instructor about them.
#394157DV-PS2        
$109.95: DVD

MEDIA/ ART/ ARCHITECTURE COMMUNICATION
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Celebrate Canadians 
who have sought to 
make a difference!
2011   CC   80 min (3 disks)   CTV
CTV has partnered with The Globe 
and Mail and Cyberpresse to celebrate 
Canadians who have sought to make 
a difference – not just by doing what 
they do, but through the demonstrable 
impact they’ve made on the world 
around them, whether in Canada 
or beyond. Through their vision, 
leadership and actions, each of these 
people has immeasurably improved 
the lives of others. 

SPECIAL SERIES PRICE - only $257.85 
- a saving of $42 (Includes 3 disks) - 

Series Product #CTV492DV-PS2

Individual programs: $99.95 ea

Disk 1: Product #CTV493DV-PS2      
Disk 2: Product #CTV494DV-PS2    
Disk 3: Product #CTV495DV-PS2

DISK 1 INCLUDES:

Craig & Marc Kielburger, Free the 
Children
Craig and Marc Kielburger, co-founders 
of ‘Free the Children,’ discuss their 
foundation. Craig explains how he got 
the idea to start the organization at 
the age of 12 when he saw a story in 
the newspaper about a child slave in 
Pakistan who was killed at 12 years 
old.

Dr. Samantha Nutt, War Child
The co-founder and executive director 
of War Child Canada explains why she 
has devoted her life to helping those 
who live in war zones.  

Dr. James Orbinski, Co-Founder of 
Dignitas International
The co-founder of Dignitas 
International says the world can be 
more fair and just, and requires energy 
and focus in people to change it.  

Stephen Lewis
The chair of the Stephen Lewis 
Foundation discusses his fight against 
AIDS. 

DISK 2 INCLUDES:

Mike Lazardis, RIM
The president and co-CEO of Research 
In Motion discusses the Canadian-
made device that changed the way 
people communicate. 

John Furlong, CEO - 
Vancouver Olympics 2010 
The CEO of the Vancouver Organizing 
Committee for the 2010 Olympic and 
Paralympics Winter Games discusses 
the impact of the Games had on our 
nation. 

Police Chief Jim Chu, 
Vancouver Police Dept.
A 30-year veteran of the Vancouver 
Police Department discusses his 
work. He explains his great belief in 
community policing.

Geoff Green, Students on Ice
The executive director of Students 
on Ice discusses why he started 
the program. Students on Ice is an 
award-winning organization offering 
unique educational expeditions to the 
Antarctic and the Arctic.  

DISK 3 INCLUDES:

Tom Chau, Senior Scientist, 
Bloorview Research Institute
As one of the country’s leading 
biomedical engineers, Dr. Chau’s 
work in the field of pediatric 
rehabilitation gives kids with bright 
minds and physical challenges a form 
of communication adapted to their 
needs, allowing them to control their 
environment and giving them a means 
of self expression.  

Dr. Gordon Keller, 
Director: McEwen Centre
Dr. Gordon Keller is the director of 
the McEwen Centre for regenerative 
medicine. The doctor has been chosen 
as a transformational Canadian, and 
he discusses his life’s work in stem cell 
research. 

Dr. Brenda Milner, Professor
She is a 92-year old professor in 
the Department of Neurology and 
Neurosurgery at the Montreal 
Neurological Institute and Hospital 
at McGill University and is widely 
attributed with creating the field of 
cognitive neuroscience.

Transformational Canadians Transformational Canadians

LEADERSHIP/CHARACTER EDUCATION LEADERSHIP/CHARACTER EDUCATION
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Me and My 500 “Friends”: Staying 
Safe on Social Networks  
2011   CC   20 min   
Human Relations Media
This timely program provides teens 
with an essential safety primer 
on using social networks such as 
Facebook. Through interviews with 
experts and real-life young people, 
teens learn that social networks can be 
a useful tool for communication and 
connection, but also pose significant 
risks. Experts discuss how harmful 
rumours can be spread quickly as 
well as the danger of cyberbullying, 
or harassment that occurs through 
the internet, cell phones, and other 
technology. The risks of “sexting,” or 
posting sexually explicit images or 
materials online, are also covered. 
Viewers see how “phishers” and 
identity thieves can glean private 
information from what you post 
on social profiles; finally, the risk 
of encountering sexual predators is 
emphasized. The program provides 
important, easy-to-follow rules for 
keeping information—and oneself—
safe while using social networks.
#600569DV-PS2     $189: DVD, PDF 
guide & student handouts.

Think b4 u Post: Your Reputation and 
Privacy on Social Networking Sites
2011   CC   22 min  
Films for the Humanities
A person normally wouldn’t shout out 
the details of a secret hookup or give 
a credit card to a total stranger and 
say “Max it out for me.” Yet as this 
video playfully points out, in effect 
that’s what people do when they post 
indiscreetly on social networking sites 
or are duped by phishing scams. Think 
b4 u Post uses a light touch to deliver 
some very serious information on how 
people can protect their reputation 
and guard their privacy online while 
still having a good time using social 
networking sites. On the “reputation” 
side, viewers are advised to keep their 
postings positive, remember that 
“intended readers” (friends) are only 
a subset of “actual readers” (friends, 
teachers, prospective employers…), 
and more. And on the “privacy” 
side, viewers are made aware of the 
consequences of cyberbullying and 
defamation as well as steps they 
can take to safeguard their personal 
information and avoid online/
offline predators. Data mining is also 
discussed.
#394126DV-PS2      $109.95: DVD, web 
guide.

Dangers of Social Networking Video 
Clip Collection
2010   23 min   
Films for the Humanities
No one doubts the power of social 
media to create positive connections 
among people who might otherwise 
never meet. But that same power 
has an ominous side. It can draw 
together individuals who should, in 
fact, not meet—such as predatory 
adults and gullible minors. It can 
facilitate bullying, emotional trauma, 
and cybercrime. And it can be highly 
addicting. This collection of five ABC 
News segments examines the issues in 
ways that are sure to spark discussion 
and further study. Contains mature 
content. Viewer discretion is advised. 
Clip duration ranges from 2 to 6 
minutes.
 Video clips include:
• Facebook Stole My Identity:
• Kicking Teens’ Facebook Addictions: 
• Cyberbullying Blamed for Teen’s 
    Suicide
• The Dangers of Facebook
• Chatroulette—Talking to Strangers
#394127DV-PS2     $109.95: DVD

The Sexting Crisis Video Clip 
Collection
2010   34 min   
Films for the Humanities
Immersed in technology and caught 
up in the impulse of the moment, 
a teenager sends a sexually explicit 
text message to one of his or her 
classmates—and ruins a life in a 
matter of seconds. Exaggeration? 
Sadly, no. This collection of six ABC 
news segments makes clear to 
viewers the dangers involved in what 
has become known as “sexting”—a 
form of spontaneous free expression 
which, all too often, becomes a digital 
avenue for bullying, harassment, and 
self-destructive behaviour. Parents, 
educators, legal authorities, and teens 
all take part in these illuminating and 
sometimes disturbing stories. Contains 
mature content. Viewer discretion is 
advised. Clip duration ranges from 2 to 
10 minutes.
Video clips include:
 • Sexting and Teens:
• The Consequences of Sexting 
• Sexting Spreading Among Teens
• Teen Sex Gone Viral
• Parents Discuss Sexting with Teens: 
• Parental Text Control
#394128DV-PS2     $109.95: DVD

Intimate Details: Investigating 
Canada’s Big Cyber Security 
Problem: W5
2010   CC   20 min   CTV
W5 hacks into the sophisticated 
world of cyber thieves trying to 
access your money, credit card 
data and personal information.  
According to a recent study, 

Canadians spend more time online than anyone else in the world. But can all 
this internet use make us the perfect prey for hackers? CTV’s W5 investigates 
the places where connected Canadians are at their most vulnerable.  With just a 
few savvy technical skills and some widely available software, hackers can steal 
a great deal of personal information. Now these techniques are being utilized by 
foreign governments to carry out targeted cyber crimes.
#CTV507DV-PS2  $99.95: DVD

SOCIAL MEDIA SOCIAL MEDIA
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Plant Biology: Core Concepts Video 
Clip Library
2011   70 min   
Films for the Humanities
Making plentiful use of animation, this 
comprehensive video clip library of 32 
two-to-three-minute segments brings 
plant biology to life! Visual learners 
will particularly benefit from the 
intricate processes and key botanical 
concepts illustrated in each self-
contained video. A versatile teaching 
tool, Plant Biology is also an excellent 
student research resource.
#394129DV-PS2  $209.95: DVD

The Geology of the Japan Earthquake, 
2011: Canada AM
2011   27 min   CTV
In the days after the devastating 
Japan earthquake on March 11, 2011, 
CTV’s Canada AM aired interviews 
with prominent geologists and 
seismologists who explained the 
geology of the 9.0 magnitude quake. 
These 6 segments combined with a 
7-minute introduction serve as an 
excellent way of helping students 
understand the concept of plate 
tectonics and the force and destructive 
nature of earthquakes. Segments 
include: Introduction; Tectonic Plates; 
Intensity and Duration of the Quake; 
Earthquake Prediction; Infrastructure 
and Structural Damage; and Tsunami. 
The segments include footage from 
Japan and the resulting tsunami.
#CTV514DV-PS2  $99.95: DVD

Making Stuff - Educator’s Edition: 
NOVA
2011   CC   240 min/3 discs   PBS
From the deck of a Navy aircraft 
carrier to the driver’s seat in a 
demolition derby, the MAKING STUFF 
Educator’s Toolkit showcases materials 
pushed to the extreme and provides 
tools that give students an inside 
look at advances in tensile strength, 
bioplastic, shrinking microchips, and 
more. Includes:
Making Stuff: Stronger 
Making Stuff: Smaller 
Making Stuff: Smarter 
041362DV-PS2  $69.95: DVD

Mars: The Red Planet
2011   CC   240 min   PBS
This PBS Explorer Collection includes: 
Mars: Dead or Alive (NOVA); Welcome 
to Mars (NOVA); Is There Life on Mars? 
(NOVA); and Can We Make it to Mars? 
(NOVA scienceNow).
#041408DV-PS2   $79.99: DVD

What’s the Next Big Thing? 
A glimpse at technology with the 
potential to transform our world!
2011   CC   60 min   PBS

This program 
explores what 
could be 
the next big 
advancement 
in technology. 
Host Neil 
deGrasse will 
guide us as 
he explores 
dramatic 
discoveries 
and the 
frontiers of 

research that connect each central, 
provocative mystery. Program 
episodes include: Social Robots; 
Robotic Cars; Detecting Earthquakes; 
Smart Grid; and Profile: Jay Keasling.
#041350DV-PS2  $62.95: DVD

Can We Live Forever? 
Explore how we might be able to 
extend our lives!
2011   CC   60 min   PBS
Host Neil deGrasse Tyson explores 
dramatic discoveries and the frontiers 
of research that connect each central, 
provocative mystery. Episodes 
include: Short Story - Can My car Live 
Forever?; Body Shop for Body Parts; 
Can We Slow Down Aging?; Human 
Hibernation; and Profile: Jason Leigh.
#041351DV-PS2  $62.95: DVD

Can We Make it to Mars? 
Is reaching Mars science fiction of 
science fact?
2011   CC   60 min   PBS
This program explores whether it is 
possible for humans to travel to Mars. 
Episodes include: Space Dangers; Next-
Generation Space Suits; Space Food; 
Profile: Vandi Verma; and Plasma 
Rockets.
#041352DV-PS2  $62.95: DVD

How Does the Brain Work? 
Explore the wonders of the brain!
2011   CC   60 min   PBS
Host Neil deGrasse Tyson explores 
dramatic discoveries and the frontiers 
of research that connect each central, 
provocative mystery. Program episodes 
include: Magic and the Brains; Artificial 
Intelligence; Mind Control; and Profile: 
David Eagleman.
#041353DV-PS2  $62.95: DVD

How Smart Are Animals? 
A glimpse into the intelligence of the 
animal kingdom!
2011   CC   60 min   PBS
Host Neil deGrasse Tyson explores 
dramatic discoveries and the frontiers 
of research that connect each 
central, provocative mystery. Program 
episodes include: Dog Genius; Creative 
Dolphins; Octopus & Cuttlefish; and 
Profile: Irene Pepperberg.
#041340DV-PS2  $62.95: DVD

FREE ONLINE 
PREVIEWS! 

Visit www.mcintyre.ca

Deadliest Earthquakes: NOVA
2011   CC   60 min   PBS
NOVA follows a team of US geologists 
as they first enter Haiti in the 
immediate aftermath of the 2010 
epic earthquake, hunting for crucial 
evidence that will help them determine 
what the risks are of a new killer 
quake. Could this work one day lead to 
a breakthrough in predicting quakes

                                                                         before they happen? 
                                                                         #041355DV-PS2 $54.95: DVD
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Secrets Beneath the Ice: NOVA
2011   CC   60 min   PBS
Can Antarctica’s climate past offer clues to what may happen to our warming 
planet? To gather crucial evidence, NOVA follows an ambitious Antarctic 
investigation -- a state-of-the-art drilling probe known as ANDRILL. As 
researchers grapple with the harshest conditions on the planet, they discover 
astonishing new clues -- not only about Antarctica’s past, but also Earth’s future.
#041349DV-PS2  $54.95: DVD

Ocean Odyssey
2010   CC   60 min   PBS
Healthy, functioning marine ecosystems are being damaged, altered and 
disappearing faster then we can fully understand how they work. In order to 
successfully protect and restore the ocean to a healthy state - we need to have 
some idea of what it once was and hopefully can be again. This film tries to 
capture some of the world’s last remaining pristine marine ecosystems.
#041335DV-PS2  $54.95: DVD

Power Surge: Are we finally on the brink of a clean energy revolution?: NOVA
2011   CC   60 min   PBS
Can emerging technology defeat global warming? NOVA travels the globe to 
reveal the surprising technologies that just might turn back the clock on climate 
change. Focusing on the latest and greatest innovations, including everything 
from artificial trees to green reboots of familiar technologies like coal and 
nuclear energy, NOVA asks: “Can our technology, which helped create this 
problem, now solve it?”
#041395DV-PS2   $54.95: DVD

Broken Tail: A Tiger’s Last Journey 
-  NATURE
2011   CC   60 min   PBS
Broken Tail, was a charismatic tiger cub 
in Ranthambore, one of India’s best 
protected tiger reserves. He suddenly 
abandoned his sanctuary and went 
on the run until he was killed by a 
train nearly 200 miles from its home. 
This film retraces the tiger’s path and 
piece together the cub’s last days - and 
through his story reveal the fate of the 
few surviving tigers in India.
#041422DV-PS2    $54.95: DVD

Dogs Decoded: NOVA
2010   CC   60 min   PBS
Dogs Decoded reveals the science 
behind the remarkable bond 
between humans and their dogs. It 
also investigates new discoveries in 
genetics that are illuminating the 
origin of dogs.
#041331DV-PS2  $54.95: DVD

Cesar Milan - The Dog Whisperer: 
Canada AM
2011   CC   60 min   CTV
The television host and dog training 
expert talks about how to train your 
pet and curb its aggression and 
dominance issues. Other segments 
include why dogs are sometimes 
scared of small children, and how 
he can socialize with them in a non-
threatening way. Cesar also works with 
a dog, Casey, on his food obsession, 
and explains why learning to wait for 
food is a good thing. 
#CTV517DV-PS2  $99.95: DVD

The Story of 1: How a Single Digit 
Created Math and Changed the World
2005   60 min  
Films for the Humanities
The humble digit 1 has in actuality 
been the prime mover in creating the 
entire concept of mathematics—and a 
surprisingly large force in the shaping 
of world history. This very clever video 
hosted by the irrepressible Terry Jones 
of Monty Python fame tells the entire 
story of 1 and how, with 0, it has come 
to dominate society through digital 
technology. Landmark developments—
addition and subtraction in Sumer, 
measurement in Egypt, geometry in 
Greece, Roman numerals in Rome, 
“Arabic” numbers in India, and 
more—are spotlighted. In addition, 
pivotal figures including Pythagoras, 
Archimedes, al-Khuwarizmi, Fibonacci, 
and Leibniz are introduced.
#394195DV-PS2  $109.95: DVD

FREE ONLINE 
PREVIEWS! 

Visit www.mcintyre.ca
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Secrets of Stonehenge: NOVA
2010   CC   60 min   PBS
Every year, a million visitors are 
drawn to the Salisbury Plain, in 
southern England, to gaze upon a 
mysterious circle of stones. Who built 
Stonehenge? What was its purpose? 
A new generation of researchers 
is tackling these questions, finding 
important clues in the landscape 
surrounding Stonehenge -one of the 
densest concentrations of prehistoric 
structures in the world. The story of 
Stonehenge is being rewritten.
#041317DV-PS2  $54.95: DVD

Dinosaur Wars
2011   CC   60 min   PBS
Dinosaur Wars is the story of two 
talented scientists, O.C. Marsh 
and Edward Cope, whose once 
professional rivalry soured into a bitter 
personal feud. Together, Marsh and 
Cope were responsible for identifying 
more than 142 different species 
and for introducing dinosaurs into 
the American imagination, but their 
legacy would be forever marred by 
two decades of ruthless infighting, 
espionage, and sabotage.
#041320DV-PS2  $59.95: DVD

Pirates of Newfoundland: W5
2010  CC   20 min   CTV
Pirate lore has long been in the 
spotlight, with Hollywood capitalizing 
on the fascination. Many believe the 
greatest pirate of all time was a man 
named Peter Easton of Newfoundland, 
and now a team of explorers are 
searching below the depths of the sea 
for what’s left of his ships. Follow W5 
producer Robert Osborne as he joins 
divers and explorers searching murky 
waters for pirate treasures. What’s yet 
to be discovered is all part of Canada’s 
untouched and possibly unappreciated 
history of pirates.
#CTV491DV-PS2  $99.95: DVD

Secrets of the Dead: 
Lost Ships of Rome
2010   CC   60 min   PBS
Marine archaeologists carrying out 
a sonar survey of the seabed around 
the remote Italian island of Ventotene 
made an astonishing discovery. The 
wrecks of five ancient Roman ships 
were found in pristine condition, fully 
laden with exotic goods. This film 
follows the team as they explore the 
sites in detail, salvage artifacts and 
piece together the history of the ships 
and why they were lost at Ventotene 
two thousand years ago.
#041311DV-PS2  $62.95: DVD

Secrets of the Dead: Silver Pharaoh
2010   CC   60 min   PBS
The royal tomb of Pharaoh Psusennes 
I is one of the most spectacular of all 
the ancient Egyptian treasures. So 
why hasn’t the world heard about it? 
Archaeologists, using the hieroglyphs 
inside the tomb, pieced together the 
identity of the pharaoh, and further 
investigation reveals political intrigue, 
a lost city, and a leader who united 
a country in turmoil and became the 
Silver Pharaoh.
#041337DV-PS2  $62.95: DVD

Secrets of the Dead: 
Slave Ship Mutiny
2010   CC   60 min   PBS
When the Meermin set sail from 
Madagascar for South Africa in 1766, 
the slaves mutinied and overpowered 
the Dutch crew, ordering the ship 
be sailed back to Madagascar and 
freedom. This film tracks the efforts 
of archaeologists, historians, and 
slave descendants to discover what 
happened on the Meermin, how the 
slaves were able to overpower their 
captors, and why the ship ended up 
wrecked on a wild, windswept beach 
200 miles east of Cape Town.
#041338DV-PS2  $62.95: DVD

Disaster at Sea: W5
2010   CC   20 min   CTV
W5 tells the story of 48 Canadian 
students -- how they and 8 teachers 
and 8 crew members survived the 
sinking of the tall ship Concordia, 500 
kilometres off the coast of Brazil in 
February.
#CTV477DV-PS2      $99.95: DVD

Chilling Insight: A Deeper 
Look Into the Interrogation 
of Russell Williams: W5
2010   CC   20 min   CTV
Russell Williams was a highly 
respected and decorated commander 
of Canada’s biggest airbase. Then, 
a bombshell dropped that exposed 
his other, much darker, side. W5 
reporter Victor Malarek looks at 
Williams’ confession tapes for some 
greater insight into the man whose 
heinous crimes paralyzed a nation.  
The exceptional skill of the police 
interviewer in this case is clearly 
evident.
#CTV480DV-PS2  $99.95: DVD

Animal House: When Keeping 
Pets Turns from Caring to 
Cruelty: W5
2010   CC   20 min   CTV
More than half of Canadian 
households have pets, but what 
happens when owners start hoarding 
them? CTV’s W5 investigates one 
N.S. shelter where video captures 78 
cats and 27 dogs living in deplorable 
conditions, and is possibly the worse 
case of animal neglect ever seen by 
the SPCA. Warning: Some images are 
graphic and may be disturbing.
#CTV508DV-PS2  $99.95: DVD

Extreme Measures: W5
2010   CC   20 min   CTV
A Calgary man is defrauded of $6 
million and goes to extremes in a 
quest for justice. Was it justified, or an 
example of brutal vigilantism?
#CTV509DV-PS2  $99.95: DVD

Great River
2010   48 min   LeMay Media
A team of world renowned rock 
art experts gathered together to 
investigate the defacing of a sacred 
First Nations rock art site that had 
been worshipped for 10,000 years. 
The film explores the history of 
the 150 years of cultural and social 
genocide perpetrated by the Canadian 
government towards First Nations 
people living in Canada. “Great River” 
also examines the current Third World 
quality living conditions of many 
Canadian First Nations communities. 
#LM0000DV-PS2   $169.95: DVD

First Nation 
(Short version of Great River)
2011   12 min   LeMay Media
Thousands of years ago, the Algonquin 
First Nations people lived on the 
shores of the Ottawa River watershed. 
Images of their life can be found at 
Oiseau Rock. Scientists and social 
activists have been trying for years 
to have the Canadian government 
put signs up to educate the public 
about the historical significance of 
this sacred site.  Unfortunately they 
have failed and the artwork is being 
destroyed. .
#LM0001DV-PS2 $79.95: DVD

The Attawapiskat First Nations 
Reserve: Canada AM
2011  CC   15 min   CTV
The Attawapiskat First Nation reserve, 
located on James Bay, is far removed 
from the rest of society, and in trouble. 
Contaminated fish and moldy buildings 
add to the hardships experienced 
daily by the people of the remote 
community. In this 3-part series, we 
visit the reserve and meet some of the 
residents.
#CTV500DV-PS2  $109.95: DVD
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The War of 1812
2011   CC   120 min   PBS
For two and a half years, Americans fought 
Against the British, Canadian colonists, and 
native nations.  In the years to come, the War of 
1812 would be celebrated in some places and 
essentially forgotten in others.  But it is a war 
worth remembering—a struggle that threatened 
the existence of Canada, then divided the United 
States so deeply that the nation almost broke 
apart.  Some of its battles and heroes became 
legendary, yet its blunders and cowards were just 
as prominent.  The film shows how the glories of 
war became enshrined in history – how failures 
are quickly forgotten – how inconvenient truths 
are ignored forever.  

With stunning re-enactments, evocative animation and the incisive commentary 
of key experts, The War of 1812 presents the conflict that forged the destiny of a 
continent.
Note: A relatively unbiased production - discusses American, British, Canadian 
and Native perspectives.
#041425DV-PS2  $59.95: DVD

Women, War & Peace
2011   CC   240 min/2 discs   PBS

Women, War & 
Peace is a bold new 
PBS mini-series 
challenging the 
conventional wisdom 
that war and peace 
are men’s domain. 
The program places 
women at the 
center of an urgent 
dialogue about 
conflict and security 

and reframes our understanding of modern warfare. 
Featuring narrators Matt Damon, Tilda Swinton, Geena Davis and Alfre 
Woodard, the series reveals how the post-Cold War proliferation of small arms 
has changed the landscape of war, with women becoming primary targets 
and suffering unprecedented casualties. Simultaneously, they are emerging 
as necessary partners in brokering lasting peace and as leaders in forging new 
international laws governing conflict. 
These programs contains mature content. Viewer discretion is advised. 
#041435DV-PS2  $79.95: DVD

Voices of Courage
2010   CC   26 min   CTV
Voices of Courage, a CTV 
Remembrance Day special features 
four veterans who share their personal 
experiences of war, carnage and 
courage, and the toll it has taken on 
their lives as survivors. The special 
features Pat Stogran, Canada’s 
Veterans’ Ombudsman, who talks 
passionately about his time in the 
forces and issues facing vets today. The 
short vignettes, tell stories of World 
War II Veterans Ed Carter-Edwards, 
Bernard Finestone, Corinne Kernan-
Sévigny, Cyril Roach. A riveting and 
touching portrayal of the men and 
women who have served Canada and 
fought for our freedom.
#CTV485DV-PS2  $109.95: DVD

David Johnston: The 28th 
Governor General of Canada
2010   CC   14 min   CTV
Canada is a “barn raising” nation with 
a strong history of neighbours looking 
out for each other, said Canada’s new 
Governor General David Johnston in 
one of his first sit-down interviews 
since assuming the role. Johnston, 
who was sworn in as Canada’s 28th 
Governor General on Oct. 1, told CTV’s 
Canada AM it’s a characteristic that 
has shaped Canada in the past and will 
keep it strong in the future. 
Johnston, who succeeded former 
Governor General Michaelle Jean in 
the role, has a long and successful 
career in academia and has worked 
with both the Conservatives 
and Liberals on various projects. 
#CTV490DV-PS2  $109.95: DVD

Fire and Fury: 
The Story of 
Marie Josephe 
Angelique
2008   13 min   
Up In Flames 
Productions
A fire started 
on the night 
of April 10, 
1734. By the 

early hours of the morning, half 
of Montreal had been destroyed. 
Marie-Josèphe- Angélique, a young 
black slave, was accused of setting 
the fire despite the lack of evidence 
against her and sentenced to death 
by hanging. Fire and Fury looks at the 
story of Angélique through the eyes 
of 3 people who knew her. Each sheds 
a very different light on the woman. 
Based on a true historical event. 
#UIF001DV-PS2  $99.95: DVD

Pirates of Newfoundland: W5
2010  CC   20 min   CTV
Pirate lore has long been in the 
spotlight, with Hollywood capitalizing 
on the fascination. Many believe the 
greatest pirate of all time was a man 
named Peter Easton of Newfoundland, 
and now a team of explorers are 
searching below the depths of the sea 
for what’s left of his ships. Follow W5 
producer Robert Osborne as he joins 
divers and explorers searching murky 
waters for pirate treasures. What’s yet 
to be discovered is all part of Canada’s 
untouched and possibly unappreciated 
history of pirates.
#CTV491DV-PS2    $99.95: DVD
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Irena Sendler: In the Name of Their 
Mothers
2011   CC   60 min   PBS

This is the story of 
29-year-old Irena 
Sendler who saw 
the suffering of 
Warsaw’s Jews, 
and reached out to 
her most trusted 
colleagues for help, 
and outwitted the 
Nazis during World 
War II. Together, 

they rescued over 2,500 Jewish 
children. This film expertly captures 
the will and character of the women of 
the resistance against the backdrop of 
occupied Poland.
#041411DV-PS2  $64.99: DVD

Secrets of the Dead: 
World’s Biggest Bomb
2011   CC   60 min   PBS

Beginning in the 
1950s, American 
and Soviet 
scientists engaged 
in a dangerous 
race to see who 
could build and 
detonate the 
world’s largest 
bomb. The results 
exceeded all 
expectations 

about how big a bomb could be built. 
This is an epic story where the United 
States led the way, but then left the 
field clear for the Soviet Union to 
break all records. The story of the race 
to build the World’s Biggest Bomb has 
never been fully told.
#041412DV-PS2   $64.99: DVD

Related titles: Mumbai Massacre; 
Killer Flu; The Airmen and the 
Headhunters; Blackbeards Lost Ship; 
Sinking Atlantis; Aztec’s Massacre; 
The Hunt for Nazi Scientists and many 
more.

After the Wall: A World United
2011   CC   60 min   PBS
AFTER THE WALL - A WORLD UNITED 
completes a two-part special about 
the rise and fall of the Berlin Wall, 
the reunification of Germany after 40 
years of separation, and the peaceful 
end of the Cold War. A follow-up 
to THE WALL: A WORLD DIVIDED, 
AFTER THE WALL revisits the events 
of 1990, going behind the scenes of 
this unparalleled diplomatic effort 
to examine how the relationships 
among world leaders determined the 
outcome.
#041380DV-PS2  $59.95: DVD
Related titles: The Wall: A World 
Divided

Azorian: The Raising of the K-129
2010   CC   105 min   PBS   
In 1968 the Soviet ballistic missile 
submarine K-129 sank in the Central 
North Pacific. American intelligence 
located it within weeks of its demise. 
The CIA crafted a secret program to 
raise the submarine in 1974. Now after 
much secrecy, this story can be told, 
by the men who made it happen and 
with never-before-seen footage of 
the actual salvage attempt, and new 
evidence of the project’s successes 
and failures.
#041319DV-PS2  $59.95: DVD

Frontline: Revolution in Cairo  
2011   CC   60 min   PBS

In response to 
the turmoil in 
Cairo FRONTLINE 
presents a special 
edition of its new 
newsmagazine-
format program 
- “Revolution in 
Cairo” - about the 
demonstrations 
and political uPSest 

on the streets of Cairo.
#041421DV-PS2     $59.99: DVD

Ken Burns: The Civil War, 2011 Boxed 
Set - Commemorative Edition
2011   CC   660 min/6 discs   PBS
2011 is the 150th anniversary of 
the beginning of the Civil War. Ken 
Burns’ Emmy® Award-winning 
documentary brings to life America’s 
most destructive - and defining - 
conflict. THE CIVIL WAR is the saga 
of celebrated generals and ordinary 
soldiers, a heroic and transcendent 
president and a country that had to 
divide itself in two in order to become 
one.
Includes added Special Features:
• Bonus 16-page collector’s handbook
• Discs 1-5 have Civil War trivia, maps 
of major battles and 
commentary from Ken Burns
#041354DV-PS2  $109.99: DVD

Triangle Fire: American Experience
2011   CC   60 min   PBS
The Triangle Fire chronicles the 
fire that tore through the Triangle 
Shirtwaist Factory in New York City 
killing one hundred and forty-eight 
young women and forever changed 
the relationship between labour 
and industry in the United States. A 
relationship that is still in question 
today as Americans re-examine the 
balance between the welfare of 
citizens and the motivations of global 
capitalism.
#041355DV-PS2  $59.95: DVD

Top Secret Rosies: The Female 
Computers of WWII
2010   CC   60 min   PBS
In 1942 soon after the Japanese attack 
on Pearl Harbor, a secret military 
program was launched to recruit 
female mathematicians who would 
become human ‘computers’ for the 
US military. Top Secret ‘Rosies’: The 
Female ‘Computers’ of WWII shares 
a story of the women and technology 
that helped win a war and usher in the 
modern computer age.
#041339DV-PS2  $54.95: DVD

Nancy Reagan: The Role of a Lifetime
A behind-the-scenes look at the 
woman you thought you knew!
2011   CC   60 min   PBS
An intimate look at this complicated 
First Lady. Historians, White House 
staffers and advisors, family, and 
friends share their recollections 
of one of the most influential and 
controversial first ladies in American 
history
#041356DV-PS2  $59.95: DVD

The Longoria Affair: Independent Lens
2010   CC   60 min   PBS
A documentary on the Mexican 
American civil rights movement. 
The film tells the story of one key 
injustice - the refusal, by a small-town 
funeral home in Texas after World War 
II, to care for a dead soldier’s body 
“because the whites wouldn’t like it” 
- and shows how the Incident sparked 
outrage nationwide, and contributed 
to the Voting Rights Act of 1965.
#041322DV-PS2  $59.95: DVD

Panama Canal: American Experience
2011   CC   90 min   PBS
On August 15th, 1914, the Panama 
Canal opened, connecting the 
world’s two largest oceans and 
signalling America’s emergence 
as a global superpower. This 
AMERICAN EXPERIENCE film using an 
extraordinary archive of photographs 
and footage, interviews with canal 
workers and firsthand accounts 
of life in the Canal Zone, uPSavels 
the remarkable story of one of the 
world’s most significant technological 
achievements.
#041323DV-PS2  $59.95: DVD
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Hubert Humphrey: The Art of the 
Possible
2010   CC   120 min   PBS
For the last half of the 20th century, 
America was consumed by two 
struggles: the civil rights movement 
and the cold war. For 30 years, Hubert 
Humphrey stood at the center of both. 
As a soldier of the New Deal and the 
Great Society, he amassed one of the 
most prolific legislative records in 
senate history, sponsoring hundreds 
of bills--from Medicare to the Peace 
Corps to the Nuclear Test Ban Treaty.
#041333DV-PS2  $59.95: DVD

Robert E. Lee: American Experience
2011   CC   90 min   PBS
Nearly a century and a half after his 
death, Robert E. Lee, the leading 
Confederate general of the American 
Civil War, remains a source of 
fascination and, for some, veneration. 
This AMERICAN EXPERIENCE film 
examines the life and reputation of 
the general, whose military successes 
made him the scourge of the Union 
and the hero of the Confederacy, and 
who was elevated to almost god-like 
status by his admirers after his death.
#041336DV-PS2  $59.95: DVD

The Great Famine: American 
Experience
2011   CC   60 min   PBS
This American Experience sets a 
riveting story of American engagement 
with a distant and desperate people--
an engagement hailed for its efficiency, 
grit and generosity--within the larger 
story of the Russian Revolution and 
the roots of the U.S.-Soviet rivalry that 
would dominate the second half of the 
twentieth century.
#041410DV-PS2  $59.95: DVD

The Greely Expedition: American 
Experience
2011   CC   60 min   PBS

In 1881, twenty-
five men sailed 
from St. John’s, 
Newfoundland 
towards Lady 
Franklin Bay in 
the high Arctic to 
collect scientific 
data. Three years 
later, six survivors 
returned, with a 
story of shipwreck, 

starvation, mutiny and cannibalism. 
The film reveals the nearly unbearable 
pressures experienced by the 
members of the expedition.
#041410DV-PS2  $59.95: DVD

The Man Who Knew: Frontline
2011   CC  60 min   PBS
FRONTLINE traces John O’Neill’s 
growing awareness of the threat posed 
by the emerging Al Qaeda terrorist 
network. His pursuit of bin Laden and 
Al Qaeda helped yield much of the 
information the United States needed 
about pending attacks. Working as 
director of security at the World Trade 
Center he died when the buildings 
collapsed.
041434DV-PS2 $59.95: DVD

The Man Behind the Mosque: 
Frontline
2011  CC   60 min   PBS
It became the most controversial 
building in America, a mostly derelict 
property in lower Manhattan made 
infamous overnight as the Ground 
Zero Mosque. Going beyond 
frenzied media portraits at the time, 
FRONTLINE tells the inside stories 
of Sharif El-Gamal, a real estate 
developer, and of the victims’ relatives 
and anti-Islam activists who helped 
turn his project into a continuing battle 
over faith, values, and the meaning of 
being American.
#041436DV-PS2  $59.95: DVD

Ken Burns: Prohibition
2011   CC   360 min/3 discs   PBS
PROHIBITION, a three-part documentary series, directed by Ken Burns and Lynn 
Novick, explores the extraordinary story of what happens when a freedom-
loving nation outlaws the sale of intoxicating liquor--and the disastrous 
unintended consequences that follow. This utterly relevant cautionary tale 
raises profound questions about the proper role of government and the limits of 
legislating morality. 
When the country goes dry in 1920, after a century of debate, millions of law-
abiding Americans become lawbreakers overnight. Here are the stories of the 
petty whiskey-jobbers, big-time bootleggers, and brutal gangsters; the flappers 
who danced the Charleston in New York speakeasies; and the families who 
stomped grapes in basements and made moonshine in backyards. But beyond 
the cocktails, this is a darker story about what happens when lobbyists divide 
the country with wedge issues; the contempt unleashed by smear campaigns; 
and the perils of unfunded mandates. 
Episodes include: A Nation of Drunkards; A Nation of Scofflaws; A Nation of 
Hypocrites 
#041429DV-PS2  $79.95: DVD
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WOMEN’S STUDIES

Why Women Count Video Clip Collection
2008   58-81 min each   Films for the Humanities

SPECIAL SERIES PRICE - ONLY $407.85  - Series Product #394201DV-PS2
Individual titles: $145.95 each

This three-part series comprises 41 video clips focusing on the theme of 
empowerment and what that means in the lives of ordinary women around the 
world. Ideal for increasing awareness of—and stimulating discussion on—the 
vital role that women’s rights and gender equality play in the social, economic, 
and political development of countries, communities, and families. No women’s 
or international studies video library is complete without Why Women Count! 
The Series Includes : 
Why Women Count Video Clip Collection: Africa, Middle East, South Asia 
#394198DV-PS2             $145.95: DVD
Why Women Count Video Clip Collection: Western Europe, Central Europe, 
Commonwealth of Independent States and Asia 
#394199DV-PS2  $145.95: DVD
Why Women Count Video Clip Collection: Southeast Asia, Pacific, Caribbean, 
Latin America
#394200DV-PS2  $145.95: DVD
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Haiti’s Agony:  
A Year After the Quake: W5
2011   CC   20 min   CTV
To many outsiders, the situation 
in Haiti appears hopeless. But one 
Canadian charity, Free the Children, 
has never waivered. W5 takes a look 
at the devastated Caribbean nation 
through the eyes of organization 
founder Craig Kielburger and actress 
and humanitarian Mia Farrow. 
#CTV497DV-PS2  $99.95: DVD
Related titles: Haiti’s Armageddon; 
Battle for Haiti

Battle for Haiti: Frontline
Rebuilding in the Face of Gang 
Violence and Corruption
2011   CC   60 min   PBS
Last year, in the chaos of a devastating 
earthquake thousands of Haiti’s worst 
criminals staged an escape from the 
National Penitentiary. FRONTLINE 
examines the uphill fight to rebuild 
Haiti in the face of deep-rooted 
corruption and intimidation. The film 
also offers intimate portraits of the 
fearful lives many Haitians are living, 
as the central government and judicial 
system routinely fail to maintain order.
#041385DV-PS2  $59.95: DVD

The Spill: Frontline
2010   CC   60 min   PBS
“The FRONTLINE program is top-
drawer reporting, by professionals 

who know how to 
get to the heart 
of a story. Edward 
R. Murrow would 
be proud.” -The 
Globe and Mail
BP has widely 
been viewed as 
a company that 
valued deal-
making and savvy 
marketing over 

safety, and left behind a long trail of 
problems. FRONTLINE examines the 
trail that led to the disaster in the Gulf. 
From BP’s vast oil fields in Alaska to 
its refineries in Texas and its trading 
rooms in New York and London, 
the film raises new questions about 
whether BP’s corporate culture will 
finally be forced to change.
#041305DV-PS2  $59.95: DVD

Emergency Mine Rescue: NOVA
2010   CC   60 min   PBS
With special access to the site of the 
San José, Chile, mine, the mining 
engineers and the miners’ families, 
NOVA chronicles the miners’ 69-day 
ordeal and the work of a global team 
of engineers who struggled tirelessly 
around the clock in a desperate bid to 
bring the trapped miners safely to the 
surface.
#041315DV-PS2  $54.95: DVD

FREE ONLINE 
PREVIEWS! 

Visit www.mcintyre.ca

Wikisecrets: Julian Assange, Bradley 
Manning, and WikiLeaks
2011   CC   60 min   PBS
Behind the leaking of more than 
half-a-million classified documents 
on the Wikileaks website stand two 
very different men: Julian Assange, 
the Internet activist and hacker who 
published the documents, and an 
Army intelligence analyst named 
Bradley E. Manning. FRONTLINE tells 
the full story behind the leaks. It also 
reports on the U.S. government’s 
struggle to protect national security 
information in a post 9/11 world.
#041413DV-PS2    $54.95: DVD

Stonewall Uprising: 
American Experience
2011   CC   90 min   PBS
Stonewall Uprising explores the 
dramatic event that launched a 
worldwide rights movement. When 
police raided a Mafia-run gay bar 
in Greenwich Village, the Stonewall 
Inn on June 28, 1969, gay men 
and women did something they 
had not done before: they fought 
back. As the streets of New York 
erupted into violent protests and 
street demonstrations, the collective 
anger announced that the gay rights 
movement had arrived.
#041404DV-PS2  $59.95: DVD

When I Rise: Independent Lens
2011   CC   73 min   PBS
An inspirational journey toward finding 
forgiveness within oneself. A gifted 
black music student at the University 
of Texas is cast in an opera to co-star 
with a white male classmate, fueling 
a racist backlash from members of 
the Texas legislature. This small-town 
girl, whose voice and spirit stem from 
her roots in East Texas, emerges as 
an internationally celebrated mezzo-
soprano and headlines on stages 
around the world.
#041326DV-PS2  $59.95: DVD

A Conversation 
with Henry 
Louis Gates, Jr.
2010   CC   
60 min   PBS
In this intimate 
interview, 
Suzanne 
Malveaux 
talks with the 
writer and 
scholar about 
growing up in 

West Virginia, as well as his career in 
academia and public television. In a 
scoop, Gates also shares his side of the 
story in the infamous arrest outside of 
his home in Cambridge, MA. and the 
“beer summit” afterwards.
#041327DV-PS2  $54.95: DVD

Crash of Flight 447: NOVA
2010   CC   60 min   PBS
On June 1st, 2009, Flight AF447, an 
Air France Airbus A330 disappeared 
over the Atlantic Ocean with the loss 
of all 228 lives. Using expert testimony, 
messages transmitted by the doomed 
plane’s computer system, and multi-
layered CGI weather reconstructions, 
NOVA pieces together the events 
leading up to the disaster and provides 
a forensic view of crucial events seen 
from all angles to reveal what really 
happened on Flight 447.
#041329DV-PS2  $54.95: DVD

The Grandson Scam: W5
2010   CC   20 min   CTV
Scores of elderly people across Canada 
and the U.S. have been cruelly duped 
by a network of crooks stealing their 
hard-earned savings -- and the scheme 
is still continuing. Fraudsters posing 
as grandchildren are phoning seniors 
and convincing them they need help 
with money, in what police call The 
Grandson Scam.
CTV487DV-PS2          $99.95: DVD
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Breaking News, Breaking Down
2011   CC   40 min   PBS
Breaking News, Breaking Down, 
winner of the 2010 Cannes 
Independent Film Festival, is a 
revealing look at how journalists 
continually go after breaking news, 
from 9-11 to Katrina, never imagining 
how it can break them down.
041433DV-PS2 $44.95: DVD

Facing Death: Frontline
2010   CC   60 min   PBS
How far would you go to sustain the 
life of someone you love, or your 
own? When the moment comes, and 
you’re confronted with the prospect 
of pulling the plug, do you know how 
you’ll respond? FRONTLINE examines 
the complicated reality of today’s 
modern, medicalized death, and offers 
an unusually intimate portrait of 
patients facing the prospect of dying 
in ways that they might never have 
wanted or imagined.
#041321DV-PS2  $59.95: DVD

A Good Death: Case Studies in 
End-of-Life Care
2010   45 min   
Films for the Humanities
At the Sacred Heart Palliative Care 
Centre in Sydney, Australia, a small 
group of health care professionals 
are devoting their careers to death. 
Sacred Heart’s patients have all been 
diagnosed with a terminal illness—but 
instead of pursuing elusive cures and 
treatments, they have embraced the 
finality of their lives with guidance 
that contradicts much of conventional 
medicine. In this film, four of 
those patients have made another 
courageous decision. They have 
allowed cameras to accompany them 
on their last journeys, 
#394125DV-PS2  $179.95: DVD

Post Mortem: Frontline
2010   CC   60 min    PBS
Every day, nearly 7,000 people die in 
America, and the rate of autopsies, the 
gold standard of death investigation, 
has plummeted. As a result, not only 
do murderers go free and innocent 
people go to jail, but the crisis in death 
investigation in America is also a threat 
to public health. FRONTLINE reports 
the results of a joint investigation with 
ProPublica, NPR, and the Investigative 
Reporting Program at UC Berkeley.
#041414DV-PS2  $59.95: DVD

Fixing the Future: NOW
2010   CC   60 min   PBS
In Fixing the Future: NOW on PBS, 
host David Brancaccio will visit 
communities across America using 
innovative approaches to create jobs 
and build prosperity.
#041332DV-PS2  $54.95: DVD

Can’t find what you’re 
looking for?

McIntyre Media is one 
of Canada’s leading 

distributors and producers 
of curriculum-related 

videos. 

If you can’t find what 
you’re looking for, call 
us. We have hundreds 

of other titles for you to 
preview.

God in America: How Religious 
Liberty Shaped America 
2010   CC   360 min/3 discs     PBS
For those who know that in America, 
religion matters, and for those who 
wish it didn’t matter so much, comes 
GOD IN AMERICA, a sweeping history 
of how religious faith has shaped 
America. Interweaving documentary 
footage, historical dramatizations, and 
interviews with religious historians, 
this documentary series is an in-depth 
exploration of the historical role of 
religion in the public life of the United 
States.
#041300DV-PS2    $64.95: DVD 

The Calling: Independent Lens
2010   CC   240 min/2 discs   PBS
A behind-the-scenes look at young 
Americans - Christian, Jewish, Catholic, 
and Muslim preparing to become the 
nation’s next generation of religious 
leaders. The Calling follows their 
transformation from idealistic students 
into ordained religious professionals. 
This film explores the forces that are 
drawing a new generation of young 
people to serve their communities and 
their faith. 
#041324DV-PS2  $59.95: DVD

Quest for Solomon’s Mines: NOVA
2010   CC   60 min   PBS
Inspired by the biblical account of the 
splendour of his temples and palaces 
countless treasure-seekers have 
set off in search of King Solomon’s 
mines. Now join NOVA and National 
Geographic as they embark on two 
groundbreaking expeditions to expose 
new clues buried in the pockmarked 
desert of Jordan and seek to reveal 
the source of the great wealth that 
powered the first mighty Biblical 
kingdoms.
#041312DV-PS2  $54.95: DVD

Chasing Ghosts: W5
2010   CC   20 min    CTV
W5 exposes Ottawa’s inaction to help 
reunite families with loved ones who 
go missing and to provide answers in 
unsolved cases.
#CTV486DV-PS2  $99.95:DVD

Chilling Insight: A Deeper 
Look Into the Interrogation 
of Russell Williams: W5
2010   CC   20 min   CTV
Appearing, at first, unfazed and in 
denial, killer Russell Williams can be 
seen slowly coming to grips with the 
reality of the trauma he inflicted on his 
victims and their families. W5 reporter 
Victor Malarek analyzes the chilling 
and horrific details of the police 
interview tapes. The exceptional skill 
of the police interviewer in this case is 
clearly evident.
#CTV480DV-PS2  $99.95: DVD

The Confessions: Frontline
2010   CC   90 min   PBS
Why would four innocent men confess 
to the rape and murder in 1997 of a 
woman in Norfolk, Virginia? The case 
raises disturbing questions about the 
actions of the police and prosecutors, 
who relied on often contradictory 
confessions for their convictions.
#041306DV-PS2  $54.95: DVD

Death By Fire
2010   CC   60 min   PBS
FRONTLINE examines the 2004 
execution of Cameron Todd 
Willingham, convicted for the 
arson deaths of his three children. 
I#041330DV-PS2 $54.95: DVD

Law and Disorder: Frontline
2010   CC   60 min   PBS
Law & Disorder investigates charges 
that New Orleans Police Department 
officers inappropriately used lethal 
force against citizens and then tried to 
cover up their actions in the aftermath 
of Hurricane Katrina. 
#041334DV-PS2  $54.95: DVD
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Confronting Drug and Alcohol Abuse
A young woman uses the restroom at 
a busy restaurant. While she’s away, 
her date cracks open a small capsule 
and spikes her drink with white 
powder. Onlookers are aghast—but 
do any of them take action? Truth be 
told, the young man and woman are 
actors in a hidden-camera scenario 
created to find out how unsuspecting 
observers will react. Other provocative 
set-ups featured in this compilation of 
ABC News segments: a bar customer 
attempting to take home a seemingly 
drunk woman he has just met; an 
apparently tipsy woman trying to 
persuade sober passersby to breathe 
into her car’s breathalyzer so she 
can run an errand; and two different 
alcohol-drenched hazing sessions 
involving male, then female, initiates. 
Each segment gives viewers the 
chance to ask themselves: What would 
you do? (48 minutes)
#394130DV-PS2  $109.95: DVD

Taking a Stance against Racism and 
Discrimination
They’re an average American family 
at a typical American restaurant. 
They also happen to be Hispanic 
(not to mention that the restaurant 
is situated in Tucson, Arizona, a hub 
of our nation’s ongoing immigration 
debate). From out of nowhere, an off-
duty security guard asks to see their 
documentation, and as he grows more 
insistent, the other diners nervously 
consider what steps, if any, to take. 
It’s a scenario drawn from real life, 
no doubt, but in this case, the guard 
and the family are actors in a hidden-
camera ABC News segment—one 
designed to spark reactions from 
onlookers. Several other staged 
dilemmas are also included here: 
Jewish customers face an anti-Semitic 
cashier, hearing-impaired job seekers 
aren’t allowed to fill out applications, 
an HIV-positive man is subjected 
to verbal attacks, and an African-
American man is accosted for having a 
white daughter.  (56 minutes)
#394132DV-PS2  $109.95: DVD

What Would You Do? Series 2: 
Instinctive Reactions and What They Reveal

2011   Films for the Humanities
We all know that drugs and 
alcohol heighten the chances of 
violence, sexual aggression, and 
deadly accidents. And we know 
that discrimination against race, 
disability, or sexual orientation is 
illegal as well as utterly wrong. But 
when we’re suddenly confronted 
with these kinds of abuses, what 
do we do? What would you do? 
This two-part ABC News series 
captures raw responses to troubling 
situations with the help of actors 

and hidden cameras. Whether compelled to take action or to mind his or her 
own business, each unwitting participant makes a split-second decision—one 
that is often as emotionally revealing as it is surprising. 

The Latest about HIV and AIDS: What 
Every Student Still Needs to Know 
2011   CC   20 min   
Human Relations Media
There is still no cure for AIDS, and 
teens and people in their 20s account 
for most of the new cases of HIV 
infection. Using crisp animations, 
the program clearly details how HIV 
invades CD4 cells and weakens the 
body’s immune system and can lead 
to AIDS.  The program debunks myths 
about how the virus is transmitted 
and identifies those behaviours that 
do—and do not—put people at risk of 
HIV infection. 
#600570DV-PS2  $189: DVD, 
PDF guide & student handouts.

You’ve Got Cancer, Now What? : 
Canada AM
2010   CC    20 min    CTV
In this Canada AM series, we meet 
various people who have struggled 
with cancer in their lives; people like 
4-year old Aleisha Hunter, Dr. Marla 
Shapiro, and others. Information 
is given about support centres and 
palliative care.
#CTV482DV-PS2  $99.95: DVD

Prognosis Brain Cancer: 
Canada AM
2010   CC    15 min    CTV
Every year in Canada, 10,000 people 
are diagnosed with brain tumours, and 
the prognosis is grim.  CANADA AM 
examines the disease with this special 
series on living with the disease, the 
treatment and the hope for a cure.
#CTV473DV-PS2  $99.95: DVD

Research Update: Cancer  
2011   CC   20 min   
Human Relations Media
This program informs your students 
of the latest research on how cancers 
form and how they can be treated, 
the role of genes and gene mutations, 
as well as lifestyle changes that can 
prevent over 30% of cancers. Scientists 
are making great strides in the study 
of cancers. The video’s engaging 
animations clearly illustrate what 
we have learned about how normal 
cells turn into cancerous cells. The 
program details the role of genes 
and gene mutations while examining 
how environmental factors (such as 
smoking) can cause genes to mutate. 
#600572DV-PS2  $189: DVD, 
PDF guide & student handouts.
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Brain Fitness: Peak Performance
2010   CC   60 min   PBS
Dr. Michael Merzenich, PhD 
demonstrates how experts in various 
fields (a flutist, a baseball player, and 
a simultaneous translator) improve 
their neurological abilities through 
sustained, continuous, intense practice 
of their respective skill set and how 
such consequential neurological 
findings in experts compare to the 
average individual.
#041328DV-PS2  $54.95: DVD
Related titles: The Brain Fitness 
Program; Brain Fitness Frontiers; 
The New Science of Learning: Brain 
Fitness for Kids; Brain Fitness 2: Sights 
& Sounds

Diagnosis Bipolar: Five Families 
Search for Answers
2009   49 min   
Films for the Humanities
Suicidal impulses, hyper-sexuality, 
recurring nightmares—these are only 
a few of the symptoms of bipolar 
disorder. But what is it like for families 
of bipolar children and teens? This 
documentary takes viewers inside 
five households ravaged by the 
illness, revealing painful dilemmas 
over medication, school, and family 
dynamics. Weary of her tantrums, 
Liv’s parents have twice hospitalized 
her. Siblings Annie and Casey were a 
high-risk adoption and, sadly, Annie’s 
sickness shows why. The mother of 
Jessica and Matt fears she’ll outlive 
them, while Andrew requires intensive 
private tutoring and siblings Levi, 
Dana, and Asher all take meds with 
disturbing side effects. Experts in 
bipolar disorder are also featured.
#394122DV-PS2  $179.95: DVD

Stress through the Ages: 
Canada AM
2010   CC   39 min    CTV
Canada AM’s “Stress Through The 
Ages” series will offer viewers helpful 
advice on identifying and coping 
with stress at different stages of 
our lives. Segments include: Causes 
and Symptoms of Childhood Stress; 
Teenage Stress; Emerging Adulthood 
Stress; Midlife Stress; plus Stress 
Coping Strategies and support systems 
for the elderly and their caregivers. 
#CTV479DV-PS2  $99.95: DVD

Decoding Autism: 
Canada AM
2010   CC   38 min    CTV
In this 5-part program, two autism 
experts discuss early diagnosis and 
intervention and the huge impact it 
can have on an autistic child’s long-
term progress. They examine different 
issues, treatments, perspectives and 
resources for Canadian families. The 5 
segments include: The Value of Early 
Diagnosis; Therapy; Day in the Life; 
Adults with Autism; Canada a Leader 
in Autism Research.
#CTV472DV-PS2  $99.95: DVD

High on Spice: The Dangers of 
Synthetic Marijuana
2011   CC   13 min   
Human Relations Media

In this hard-
hitting program, 
viewers learn 
the dangers of 
a newly banned 
drug called 
Spice or K2.  
Spice is absued 
by young people 

who assume the herbal mixture—
which is sprayed with various synthetic 
cannabinoids—is a substitute for 
marijuana. Viewers hear from young 
adults who were hooked on Spice with 
scary and sometimes life-threatening 
results including terrifying anxiety 
attacks, hallucinations, escalated 
blood pressure and addiction. 
The program also interviews drug 
counselors and law enforcement 
personnel who emphasize the dangers 
of experimenting with any substance 
that contains unknown quantities of 
experimental chemicals. 
#600564DV-PS2  $199: DVD, 
resource guide, student handouts.

Drinking Games, Alcohol Abuse and 
Overdose
2011   CC   20 min 
Human Relations Media
This hard-hitting program reveals 
the truth about teens that engage in 
drinking games and put themselves 
at risk for alcohol overdose, alcohol 
poisoning and death. Viewers hear 
the story of Scott, a smart athletic 
fifteen year old who spent the night 
at a friend’s house playing a popular 
drinking game. Tragically, Scott died 
from alcohol poisoning destroying 
both his family and friends. Viewers 
also hear from an emergency room 
physician who describes the horrors 
teen face when brought to the hospital 
after a night of binging.  Program also 
visits a research brain lab at UCSD, 
where brains imaged clearly show 
the neurological damage that can 
occur from these deadly games. This 
program clearly dispels the myth 
that drinking games are a fun, no 
consequence way to drink.
#600578DV-PS2  $189: DVD, 
PDF guide & student handouts.

Dying High 2: Real Stories of Drugged Driving
2011   CC   20 min   Human Relations Media

The original award-winning Dying High gave 
viewers an unblinking look at what happens 
when teens overdose on alcohol or other drugs. 
This new program moves onto the nation’s 
highways, where viewers follow an ambulance 
as it responds to a multi-vehicle accident 
involving young people and drugs. There are 
no scripts, no teleprompters, no actors. This 
is the real thing. In addition to this compelling 
footage, viewers are briefed on the legal 
complications that follow a drugged driving 
crash. Includes interviews with real teens that 

faced the horror of a drugged driving crash. A law enforcement official details 
the legal complications that follow a drugged driving crash. Counselors offer life-
saving tips to help teen viewers reduce their risk of finding themselves in similar 
circumstances.
#600579DV-PS2  $189: DVD, PDF guide & student handouts.
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The Drug and Alcohol Addiction Test
2011   CC   20 min   
Human Relations Media
This uniquely interactive program asks 
viewers a series of questions to help 
them focus on whether or not they 
have a problem with alcohol and other 
drugs. Questions include: Does your 
use of drugs or alcohol cause problems 
at school or at home? Have you found 
that you need increased amounts of 
alcohol or other drugs in order to get 
intoxicated or high?  Do you feel like 
you would like to cut down or control 
your drinking or use of other drugs but 
can’t? After each question, viewers 
hear the personal reflections of young 
recovering addicts and comments 
from a leading addiction expert.  At 
the end of the program, students 
are asked to assess their responses. 
Program also offers specific advice 
about how to get help.
#600580DV-PS2  $189: DVD, 
PDF guide & student handouts.

Bath Salts: The Deadly Facts
2011   CC   20 min   
Human Relations Media
Bath salts are the newest drug scourge 
to hit. This timely program gives 
viewers the hardcore truth about 
this highly addictive substance which 
causes intense paranoia, psychosis 
and suicidal thoughts. A drug abuse 
expert who treats young people in 
the grips of bath salt addiction speaks 
bluntly about this methamphetamine-
like drug. The gut-wrenching story 
of Jarrod Moody, a young man who 
took his own life after a binge on 
bath salts caused him to spiral out of 
control, makes a powerful case against 
experimenting with bath salts.
#600581DV-PS2  $189: DVD, 
PDF guide & student handouts.

Steroids: Big Muscles, 
Bigger Problems
2011   25 min   Cambridge Educational
Hosted by ESPN.com reporter Tom 
Murray, this video brings hard facts, 
straight talk, and inconvenient truths 
to the problem of steroid use. It 
illustrates the biochemical basics of 
anabolic steroids and their synthetic 
relationship to testosterone; their 
general impact on the human anatomy 
and how they can be especially 
devastating in young people whose 
bodies aren’t fully developed; and the 
specific medical risks of steroid use, 
both in the short-term and over an 
extended period. The psychological 
risks, most notably suicidal depression, 
are also presented, in addition to the 
little-known fact that many over-the-
counter diet supplements are spiked 
with anabolic steroids.
#394133DV-PS2  $109.95: DVD, 
online guide

Attack of the Mutants: Will Genetic 
Doping Replace Steroids?
2010   52 min   
Films for the Humanities
In the not-so-distant future, athletes 
and other physically active people 
won’t use needles, pills, or stick-ons 
for extra strength and endurance—
those traits will be cultivated 
genetically. But one person’s athletic 
utopia is another’s sci-fi nightmare, 
and the World Anti-Doping Agency is 
already raising the alarm. This program 
examines the controversy in the wider 
context of biomedical advances as well 
as in the arena of sports. Featured 
case studies include gene therapy 
experiments with mice conducted by 
famed researcher Dr. Nadia Rosenthal 
and several other genetically relevant 
medical examples. Renowned 
geneticist Dr. Theodore Freidmann 
is also interviewed. Contains brief 
posterior nudity related to steroid use 
testing. 
#394134DV-PS2  $179.95: DVD

Gambling Boys
2010    42 min   EyeSteelFilm
Gambling Boys delves into the 
world of teen gambling, a world 
that offers excitement, the potent 
allure of making big money, and as 
many are discovering, the potential 
for serious addiction problems. 
And with the barrage of marketing 
campaigns, television coverage of 
poker tournaments, and easy access 
to online gaming, it is no surprise that 
teens are increasingly affected. Experts 
are finding that the rate of problem 
gamblers among young people is two 
to four times higher than for adults. 
Gambling Boys offers a poignant and 
lively picture of teens’ fascination with 
gambling and the harsh consequences 
of getting hooked. 
#ESF000DV-PS2  $199: DVD, 
resource guide.

Smoke Out: W5
2011   CC   20 min   CTV
W5 investigates Canada’s contraband 
cigarette market. When a pack of 20 
costs as little as three dollars and a 
bag of 200 singles costs ten, it’s a deal 
many young smokers can’t seem to 
refuse. And public health officials are 
alarmed.
CTV499DV-PS2  $99.95: DVD

The Science of Nutrition Video Clips 
Collection #1 with Leslie Beck
 2011   CC   
approx 60 min (16 segments)   CTV
This collection of fifteen 4 to 5 minute 
Canadian video clips explores the 
science of nutrition and will give 
students simple, honest facts to 
help them live a better and healthier 
life. Hosted by health experts such 
as Leslie Beck, one of Canada’s 
leading dieticians, this collection will 
give students vital information on 
important nutrition topics. Teachers 
find these segments extremely useful 
for introducing, reviewing or helping 
students understand a particular 
subject. Segments include:

• Leslie Beck weighs in on summer 
frozen drinks

• Leslie Beck with the skinny on 
summer treats

• Leslie Beck’s Q and A on ‘fatty’ 
fruits

• Don’t read this! Leslie Beck dishes 
on your favourite appetizers

• Leslie Beck on why leafy greens 
are so good for you

• Leslie Beck dishes on your 
favourite appetizers

• Leslie Beck dishes on the 
nutritional content of popcorn

• Leslie Beck on the habits that help 
us live longer

• Leslie Beck separates food fiction 
from fact

• Leslie Beck reveals top foods to 
fight inflammation

• Leslie Beck’s tips on reading food 
labels the right way

• Leslie Beck has calorie counts for 
your favourite drinks

• Leslie Beck on hot diggity dogs
• Energy Drinks and Teens with Dr. 

Yoni Freedhoff
• Manorexia – Male eating disorders 

on the rise
• Heath Canada’s four safe kitchen 

practices
#CTV515DV-PS2  $159: DVD
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Obesity in a Bottle II: 
How To Pick Healthy Beverages
2010  CC   26 min   LearningZoneXpress
Empty calories from sugar and fat found in many 
favourite beverages are adding inches to Americans’ 
waistlines and may be contributing to rising rates of 
chronic disease. View five informative video segments 
offering suggestions for healthy beverage selections 
featuring Susan Moores, RD. Topics include:
•  How to pick “good” drinks for kids   
•  Best beverages if you’re watching your weight   
•  How to pick healthful beverages
•  How to pick the right drink for sports and athletic 

performance   
•  Busting caffeine myths
#430143DV-PS2  $99.95: DVD, web guide.

Fresh Food: What is Farm to Table?
2011   CC   20 min   LearningZoneXpress
Tap into the current trend of eating locally grown 
foods without the use of chemical pesticides or 
hormones! The basics of sustainable farming is 
explored through the eyes of three highly-trained 
chefs who leave big city jobs to carve out a place to 
grow fresh, healthy ingredients for their gourmet 
dishes. Discover:
• The differences and similarities between 
   sustainable and organic farming   
• A brief history of American farms
• How the chefs created and market their farm   
• How the fresh food travels from farm to table

#430147DV-PS2  $99.95: DVD, web guide.

Fresh Ingredients: Healthy International Food Tips
2011   CC    18 min   LearningZoneXpress
Cookbook author and world traveler Paulette Mitchell presents a series of 
video segments that offer food and nutrition lessons we can learn from food 
markets around the world that can be applied to our home-cooked meals. She 
contrasts packaged and processed foods with similar fresh items found at your 
local farmer’s markets and supermarket, while offering tips for using fresh, tasty 
ingredients in quick-to-prepare, healthful meals. 
Segments include:
•  Seasoning with fresh herbs  •  Seasoning with spices  
•  Selecting olive oil  •  Selecting the best fish
#430151DV-PS2  $99.95: DVD, web guide.

Basic Nutrition
Outlining the properties and benefits 
of carbohydrates, lipids, proteins, 
water, vitamins, and minerals, the 
video explains the difference between 
macronutrients and micronutrients, 
illustrates the functions of 
monosaccharides and disaccharides, 
highlights the virtues of whole grains, 
pinpoints the dangers of dehydration 
and vitamin deficiency, and presents 
eye-catching animation and in-depth 
commentary from nutrition experts 
clarifying each topic. 
#394041DV-NR2 $129.95: DVD, 
web guide

Nutrition and Weight Management
There’s no end to the number of 
“miracle” diets advertised on TV. 
Combat their influence with this video, 
which illustrates what’s really needed 
to reach and maintain a healthy 
weight—commitment, discipline, and 
attention to dietary details. Focusing 
on bad eating habits as the main factor 
in the obesity epidemic, the program 
also cites lack of exercise along with 
cultural and technological issues.  
#394023DV-NR2 $129.95: DVD, 
web guide

Nutrition for Sports and Exercise
Viewers encounter the four main 
categories of physiological health—
cardiovascular and respiratory fitness, 
muscle strength and endurance, 
flexibility, and body composition—
while learning how glucose, glycogen, 
ATP, and other compounds play a role 
in the body’s energy production, via 
aerobic and anaerobic metabolism. 
#394024DV-NR2 $129.95: DVD, 
web guide

Nutrition and Eating Disorders
This video pinpoints the dangers of 
anorexia, bulimia, binge eating, and 
other eating disorders, exploring their 
possible causes as well as ways to 
overcome them.  
#394025DV-NR2 $129.95: DVD, 
web guide

Food Safety and Disease Prevention
Despite the best efforts of experts 
and organizations, food-borne illness 
outbreaks still occur. This video 
examines the risks facing consumers 
while highlighting culinary and food-
handling methods for addressing 
those risks. Contaminants studied 
in the program include bacteria 
(such as salmonella and E. coli) and 
gastrointestinal viruses as well as 
the potentially dangerous pesticides, 
herbicides, hormones, and antibiotics 
used in agriculture. 
#394026DV-NR2 $129.95: DVD, 
web guide

Healthy Eating: A Guide to Nutrition Series
2011   30 min each   Meridian Education
Winner, Bronze Telly Award
In an age of fad diets, ultra-processed foods, body image issues, and rampant 
obesity, clichés like “You are what you eat” just aren’t enough to educate teens 
about smart eating. This five-part series explores food-related issues with the 
energy, complexity, and engagement needed to reach today’s young adults. 

SPECIAL SERIES PRICE - ONLY $509.75 - a saving of $100 
Series Product #394022DV-NR2

NUTRITION  NUTRITION
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Cooking and Children
2011   CC   20 min   
LearningZoneXpress
We want all our kids to eat healthy...
but how do you actually accomplish 
it? How do we get them to want to 
eat in a healthy way? Studies show 
that life-long healthy eating habits 
start by having kids help prepare the 
food! Follow Nica and preschoolers 
in the kitchen as they have fun 
learning about nutrition through 
making healthy snacks. Features easy 
recipes, ways you can “be prepared”, 
safety tips, and highlights easy jobs in 
the kitchen that teach preschoolers 
coordination, math, and a love of 
healthy food. Featuring a bonus track 
of preschoolers (and their moms) 
teaching finger plays in English and 
Spanish! Kids will love to watch it too! 
#430152DV-PS2  $99.95: DVD, 
web guide.

Kids & Family Food Issues
2011   CC   24 min   
LearningZoneXpress
Getting children to eat can be a 
constant battle for some parents, 
while other parents may be restricting 
foods to thwart weight gain. In Kids 
and Family Food Issues, child feeding 
expert Dr. Katja Rowell presents six 
segments that address many feeding 
issues that families with young 
children may be facing and offers 
practical solutions to make meals a 
pleasant experience for both parents 
and children. Segment topics include:
How to make family meals happen
Helping picky eaters
Family meals when you’re eating out
How to feed children labeled 
“overweight”
How to feed children labeled 
“underweight”
How to plan snacks
#430146DV-PS2  $109.95: DVD, 
web guide.

Amazing Eggs
2012   CC   21 min   
LearningZoneXpress
Explore the versatility of eggs! 
Discover the uses of various sizes and 
grades of eggs, what the eggshell’s 
color means, egg nutrients, how to 
store eggs, cooking temperatures 
and more. Chef Dave Christopherson 
explains the many uses of the egg 
while demonstrating a variety of 
delicious, easy to prepare egg dishes, 
including:
•   Scrambled eggs 
•   Sunny side up egg, over easy egg, 
      and basted egg 
•   Poached egg 
•   Holandaise sauce 
•   Omelet 
•   Strata, frittata, and quiche
#430156DV-PS2  $59.95: DVD

When Boundaries are Crossed: Child Abuse Prevention Series 
2012   CC   Learning Seed

Whether you 
counsel at-risk 
parents, teach 
parents-to-be, or 
direct mainstream 
caregivers, these 
programs help 
your students and 
clients understand 
when their 
behavior crosses 
the line to abuse, 
and the real 
reasons that abuse 
typically occurs 
in the first place. 
Viewers also learn 
the short- and 

long term effects of abuse, and how it can be prevented. Learn coping strategies 
and the support tools available to help parents and caregivers identify, stop and 
prevent abusive behavior. 

SPECIAL SERIES PRICE - ONLY $347.85 -  a saving of $30
Individual titles: $125.95 each

When Boundaries are Crossed: Recognizing & Preventing Physical Child Abuse  
2012   CC   27 min   Learning Seed
What constitutes physical child abuse, and why does it happen? What are the 
effects, and how can it be prevented? We answer these critical questions, and 
also discuss coping strategies and support tools available to help parents and 
caregivers stop physically abusive behavior. 
#200301DV-PS2  $125.95: DVD

When Boundaries are Crossed: Recognizing & Preventing Emotional Child 
Abuse  
2012   CC   31 min   Learning Seed
Learn the six most common types of emotional abuse: rejecting, terrorizing, 
isolating, ignoring, corrupting, and exploiting; and their lasting impact on 
children. See what steps to take if you suspect a child is suffering from emotional 
abuse, as well as ways to get help if the abuse is happening within your family. 
#200302DV-PS2  $125.95: DVD

When Boundaries are Crossed: Recognizing & Preventing Child Neglect  
2012   CC   28 min   Learning Seed
Neglect occurs when a child’s physical, educational, and medical needs are 
not met. Hear from professionals about their experiences with neglect cases, 
and learn what happens when parents and caregivers fail to provide for their 
children. Find out where to turn for help, and how to foster a healthy parent/
child relationship. 
#20030DV-PS2  $125.95: DVD

NUTRITION CHILD ABUSE PREVENTION
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You: Raising Your Child with Dr. 
Michael Roizen: Canada AM
2010   CC   25 min  CTV
CANADA AM takes care of your kids.  
Dr. Michael Roizen is making house 
calls with daily tips on curing what 
ails your little ones from his & Dr. Oz’s 
new book “You: Raising Your Child”. 
Segments include: The Ultimate 
Medicine Cabinet; Show Me Some Skin 
(Skin Conditions); All About Allergies; 
Breastfeeding Basics; and Behind the 
Baby Brain
#CTV489DV-PS2  $99.95: DVD

Parenting 101: Basic Skills for Raising 
Confident Children
2011   23 min   
Meridian Education
In the thick of life’s challenges, 
helping children grow into confident, 
respectful, and well-behaved young 
people seems to require some kind 
of magical road map. While there are 
no miraculous shortcuts to successful 
parenthood, there are fellow travelers 
and professional experts who can 
shed light on the parenting journey. 
This video presents just such an 
opportunity for new moms and 
dads. They receive practical advice 
on building a strong parent-child 
relationship, teaching and reinforcing 
desirable behaviour, creating an 
environment that stimulates intellect 
and confidence, developing a routine 
that offers reassurance and stability, 
and working through parental 
conflict constructively. Concise 
dramatizations that highlight problems 
and solutions are combined with 
helpful commentary from educators, 
counselors, and psychologists. 
#394030DV-PS2  $109.95: DVD

The Brain: 
Activity, Sleep & Boredom 
2010   CC  20 min   LearningZoneXpress
Physical activity and quality sleep are 
both vital for healthy bodies, as well as 
healthy brains. In this DVD, a stoplight 
is used as a symbol to represent 
activity, boredom, and sleep as the 
importance of each in the brain’s 
memory and learning are explored.
#430149DV-PS2  $99.95DVD, 
web guide
Related titles:  The Brain: Developing 
Memory in Developing Brains

The Brain: Patterns, Structure 
& Novelty
2010  CC   20 min   LearningZoneXpress
Young children especially need 
structure to feel secure and be ready 
to learn. Yet our brains also are 
continually seeking something new! 
Too much of the same things causes 
our brains to get bored - and too many 
new things can cause confusion or 
chaos! Discover how to give young 
children the structure that they 
need to set up a strong foundation 
for learning, and how to add new 
activities and ideas in ways that 
nurture their hunger for learning. 
#430150DV-PS2      $99.95: DVD, web 
guide
Related titles:  The Brain: Developing 
Memory in Developing Brains

A Child’s Mind: How Kids 
Learn Right and Wrong
2011   CC   34 min   Learning Seed
Explore the topic of moral 
development and how it impacts 
children’s behaviour. Examine the 
approaches of development theorists 
and learn about Theory of Mind. 
Hear children’s reactions to situations 
that challenge their morals. Expert 
interviews help explain how and 
why children develop as they do as 
well as stress why fostering moral 
development is crucial.
#200299DV-PS2  $135.95: DVD

Beginnings of Life Series
2011   CC   Learning Seed
This 5-DVD set shows how a new life forms, what happens during pregnancy and 
childbirth, the impact of heredity, and the stages of newborn development. 

SPECIAL SERIES PRICE - ONLY $639.75 - a saving of $100 
Series Product #200298DV-PS2

From Conception to Baby
2011   CC   26 min
Creating a brand new person requires 
a complex biological process featuring 
a cast of microscopic characters. 
Viewers learn about fertilization 
and how chromosomes determine 
the gender and physical attributes 
of a baby. We show how a single 
cell develops into an embryo and 
follow the rapidly changing stages 
of fetal development. Students also 
examine the importance of prenatal 
care, nutrition and a healthy prenatal 
environment. 
#200290DV-PS2     $155.95: DVD

Pregnancy in Progress
2011  CC   32 min
In this program, viewers learn the 
early signs of pregnancy and the host 
of changes women will experience 
during their 9 month adventure. We 
explain common prenatal tests and 
what they can reveal about a baby’s 
development. Students discover 
possible causes of infertility in both 
women and men, a well as common 
treatment options.  
#200291DV-PS2     $155.95: DVD

Understanding Childbirth
2011   CC   29 min
This program explores approaches to 
childbirth, including different methods 
and environments, as well as what to 
consider when creating a birth plan. 
Viewers learn about contractions, 
how to discern true labour from false 
labour, the three stages of labour, 
and the appropriate time to call a 
medical professional. See what to 
expect during a traditional delivery or 
a Caesarean section. 
#200292DV-PS2     $155.95: DVD

Newborn Development
2011   CC   38 min
Within the first few minutes of 
life, children start adapting to their 
new environment.  In this program, 
you’ll see how professionals assess 
newborns and follow the stages of 
physical, cognitive and social growth. 
We also explain the crucial role 
of sleep and nutrition in fostering 
development
#200293DV-PS2      $155.95: DVD

Heredity & Development
2011   CC   39 min
Is it our DNA or our environment 
that makes us who we are? Learn 
about the structures and chemistry 
of DNA molecules. Students see how 
genes are passed from parents to 
offspring and how they determine 
the traits of an individual. Discover 
how environmental factors, inside 
or outside of the womb, can affect a 
child’s health later in life. Viewers also 
learn about genetic disorders and how 
counseling and screening can provide 
health information before or during 
pregnancy.
#200294DV-PS2     $155.95: DVD

CHILD DEVELOPMENT CHILD DEVELOPMENT
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A Choice for Life: The Decision-
Making Process in High-Risk 
Pregnancies
2008   50 min   
Films for the Humanities
Medical technology bestows a 
diagnostic power with thorny 
consequences: depending on what 
the test results reveal, parents and 
doctors can decide whether or not 
to let a pregnancy run its course. By 
following three couples dealing with 
high-risk pregnancies at a hospital in 
France, this program gets inside the 
complex decision-making process used 
by doctors and obstetrics specialists, 
as well as how they present their 
recommendations to the parents with 
whom the decision ultimately rests. .
#394124DV-PS2  $179.95: DVD

Pardon My Postpartum: The 
Depression You’re Not Supposed to 
Have
2010   48 min   
Films for the Humanities
With an edgy visual style that reflects 
the emotional roller-coaster many 
new mothers experience, this program 
transcends misconceptions about 
postpartum depression and the initial 
months of parenthood. Viewers gain 
insight into a condition that frequently 
affects mothers with no prior history 
of mental or mood disorder issues, 
and who are often left isolated, 
misunderstood, and untreated. Expert 
commentators include Dr. Lori Ross, 
a research scientist at the University 
of Toronto-affiliated Women’s College 
Hospital Research Institute, and 
Karen Liberman, executive director 
of the Mood Disorders Association of 
Ontario.
#394040DV-PS2  $179.95: DVD

Why We Wear Clothes: 
The Functions of Fashion
2011   CC   25 min   Learning Seed
As a tool of the individual and of 
culture, clothing has meaning. In 
this program, students explore the 
functional, social, and psychological 
aspects of clothing. Viewers learn 
how clothing provides more than 
just protection from the elements; it 
offers comfort, helps us to fit in with 
our peer group, and encourages us to 
follow trends. The right clothes can 
boost our self-image and confidence, 
too. We examine the fashion industry, 
as well as the influential role that 
marketing and advertising play in our 
daily decision of what to wear. 
#200295DV-PS2  $135.95: DVD, 
web guide.

A World of Weddings: 
Canada AM
2010  CC   25 min   CTV
This series from Canada AM shines 
a spotlight on wedding customs 
and traditions from around the 
world, as well as wedding fashions, 
gifts, etiquette and foods. Special 
guest Alison McGill, Editor-in-Chief, 
Weddingbells joins CANADA AM for 
the series.
CTV478DV-PS2 $99.95: DVD

Related titles: Sensible Steps to a 
Stylish Wardrobe; Reading Blue 
Jeans; Clothing Fibers; Understanding 
Fabrics and many more.

Supermarkets: Aisles of Persuasion
2012   CC   28 min   Learning Seed
A quick trip to the grocery store 
often turns into a full cart an hour 
later. Why? Learn what research has 
revealed about the typical shopper, 
and how stores use this information to 
get you to buy more. We also provide 
six tips to help you become a savvy 
supermarket shopper so you can 
overcome the power of persuasion.
#200304DV-PS2  $125.95: DVD

Buying Into Brand Marketing: How 
Marketing Shapes Perception
2012   CC    min   Learning Seed
Every day our decisions are influenced 
by brand marketing. Discover what a 
brand is and how marketing shapes its 
identity. Learn about brand strategies 
positioning and messaging and see 
these tactics in action. Helpful tips 
show the value of looking beyond 
the brand to help you make smart 
decisions in a maze of consumer 
products. 
#200305DV-PS2  $125.95: DVD

Advertising Layout Series
2011   19 min ea   
Films for the Humanities
SPECIAL SERIES PRICE - ONLY $239.90 

- a saving of $40
Series Product #394027DV-PS2

Creating a successful print ad involves 
a dynamic mix of visual theory, 
consumer psychology, and nuts-and-
bolts tinkering. This two-part series 
provides a thorough grounding in all of 
the above, familiarizing students with 
the terminology and working concepts 
that successful graphic designers and 
advertising creatives make use of on a 
daily basis. 
Advertising Layout Part I: Space 
Allocations
#394028DV-PS2  $139.95: DVD
Advertising Layout Part II: Visual 
Direction
#394029DV-PS2  $139.95: DVD

MARKETING ADVERTISING PREGNANCY CLOTHING & DESIGN
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Episode 1: For World Business News 
reporter, Hilary Doyle, debt has been a 
way of life. Now she’s in a race against 
retirement, with stilettos on her feet. 
Doctor Debtless goes to work. 
#BNN001DV-PS2 $99.95: DVD

Episode 2: Doyle foregoes retail 
therapy for financial therapy, and 
digests enough information and 
alcohol to fortify her for live TV. Hilary 
kills a guest and gets her RRSP on 
track.
#BNN002DV-PS2 $99.95: DVD

Episode 3: Hilary shows up to work 
in questionable dress and becomes 
an overnight sensation. The Pajama 
Mama takes a load off and investigates 
funds. 
#BNN003DV-PS2 $99.95: DVD

Episode 4: Hilary hunts for a husband 
for Liza, in exchange for one solid 
stock tip. At the office, Doyle meets 
her new producer, and an old running 
buddy who’s pretty motionless in the 
markets. Ted looks for a little support.
#BNN004DV-PS2 $99.95: DVD

Episode 5: Ted takes Hilary out to 
unwind before her first show. A CEO 
with a sexy ticker talks his way onto 
the program. A new intern shakes 
things up at the office and Hil gets 
caffeinated.
#BNN005DV-PS2 $99.95: DVD

Episode 6: Hilary gets the rap on 
technical analysis and rocks out with 
Keith Richards. Skye launches a stock 
picking competition and Doyle loads 
up her toolbox.
#BNN006DV-PS2 $99.95: DVD

Episode 7: Ted and Ida introduce 
the DRIP, and Hilary comes up with 
a winning plan for the stock-picking 
contest. Skye’s got news that’s bigger 
than her hair, and things at work turn 
into a real bloody mess. 
#BNN007DV-PS2 $99.95: DVD

Episode 8: Heavy layoffs at WBN 
prompt Hilary’s boss to come up with 
a bright idea. The stock-picking contest 
is in a dead heat, Hilary’s job is on the 
line, and Skye’s got a strategy to bank 
on. 
#BNN008DV-PS2 $99.95: DVD

A fun, new Canadian-produced approach to financial literacy 
2010/2011   8 episodes  20 min ea   

SPECIAL SERIES PRICE – ONLY $687.60 - a saving of $112
Series Product ##BNN000DV-NR2
Individual episodes: $109.95 ea

“Odd, sarcastic and with a dash of sitcom melodrama, ‘Stock & Awe’ mixes 
basic financial advice with humour to teach viewers about a world where the 
TSX and Dow Jones are consulted like daily horoscopes. One of their financial 
tips: keep a separate wallet for receipts -- just not a Louis Vuitton wallet. 
The show also uses street interviews to highlight how many of us lack basic 
financial knowledge. Advice is offered, and hopefully future shows will move 
from the financial basics to more detailed tips.” – Walletpop Canada

GICs, TFSAs, ETFs -- it may seem like a lot of jargon, but these acronyms can 
make the difference between living paycheque to paycheque and getting the 
most out of your money. In this series produced by Canada’s Business News 
Network (BNN), host Hilary Doyle mixes business TV and the world of sitcoms in 
‘Stock & Awe,’ As a fictionalized version of herself in Stock and Awe, Doyle plays 
a TV business reporter who doesn’t know much about business. When a friend 
finally points out the shocking precariousness of Doyle’s personal position, she 
vows to become more knowledgeable and secure her financial future.
From socialite to social pariah, Hilary Doyle, rogue business reporter, is living 
proof that economics isn’t all theoretical. If this girl is to maintain both career 
and shoe collection, if she is to retire before joining the century club, if she 
is to move out of storage and replace her lawn chair with an actual mattress, 
this woman will need a miracle, a dead aunt, and an army of financial experts 
(who’ll work for free), to rocket her out of the red and restore her rep.  
Calling on some of the brightest minds on Bay Street, Hilary sets forth with 
determination, a pre-dawn show, and a propensity for dance numbers, to 
make sense of the markets, the indexes, stocks, bonds, diversification, RRSPs, 
TFSAs, mutual funds and ETFs, trading, timing, taxation, strategy, commodities, 
ethics, psychology, and everything else you’ve feared you might never really 
understand, but pretend at dinner parties that you do.

RRSP Bootcamp: Canada AM
2011   CC   15 min   CTV
The author of ‘Moolala: Why Smart 
People do Dumb Things with their 
Money’ says it is important to put 
money in RRSPs before the deadline, 
and explains how deciding how 
exactly the money will be invested 
can be done at a later time. Includes 
an interview with parenting expert 
Alyson Schafer, who discusses how to 
teach your children the true value of a 
dollar? 
#CTV506DV-PS2  $99.95: DVD

Suze Orman’s Money Class
2011   CC   80 min   PBS
Financial literacy for a new economy!
Watch financial expert  Suze Orman 
unveil her own new advice to help 
viewers navigate today’s unsettling 
economic waters. She will provide 
audiences powerful, timely and often 
surprising advice for moving forward 
on the most important financial 
fundamentals: saving and investing, 
building a career, planning for 
retirement and more. 
#041418DV-PS2  $59.95: DVD

FINANCIAL LITERACY FINANCIAL LITERACY
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Budgeting and Financial Decision-
Making 
This program gives students a solid 
grounding in a variety of real-life 
money matters: it provides financial 
decision-making methods, advises on 
consumer concerns such as buying 
versus renting, outlines insurance 
types and terminology, and discusses 
the financial scams that students are 
most likely to encounter.  
#394135DV-PS2  $109.95: DVD, 
online PDF guide

Checking Accounts and Everyday 
Banking 
This program schools viewers in 
the basics of financial transactions, 
then arms them with how-to’s and 
tips for choosing a bank, writing and 
depositing checks, using a debit card, 
and balancing a checkbook. 
#394137DV-PS2  $109.95: DVD, 
online PDF guide

Credit, Borrowing, and Debt 
Recognizing that students may have 
hazy notions about the consequences 
of over-spending, this program 
provides practical information about 
credit card use, credit reports, credit 
problems, and managing debt. The 
program closes with strategies for 
getting and staying out of debt. 
#394138DV-PS2  $109.95: DVD, 
online PDF guide

Saving and Investing 
Stocks and bonds, money market and 
mutual funds, IRAs and Roth IRAs, CDs 
and annuities, and good-old-fashioned 
passbook accounts—this program 
helps students make sense of the 
many ways to save and invest money. 
Highlights include opening a brokerage 
account, the best time to buy and 
sell stocks, and investing in a college 
degree.
#394139DV-PS2  $109.95: DVD, 
online PDF guide

Taxes and Tax Benefits 
This program explains the essentials 
of taxes, helping students to become 
well-informed about both earned and 
investment income taxes, workplace 
tax benefits, and filing an annual 
return.
#394140DV-PS2 $109.95: DVD, online 
PDF guide

Personal Finance Essentials: Financial Literacy for Young Earners Series
2011  32-38 min each   Films for the Humanities
Loaded with savvy tips and real-life scenarios, this comprehensive five-part 
series prepares students to become responsible managers of their personal 
finances. Each program tackles a specific topic—budgeting, banking, credit, 
investing, and taxes—and breaks it down into segments that can be used as 
separate teaching tools, or remain as part of a complete lesson. With bright, 
clever graphics to clarify difficult concepts, decision-making pointers, and 
commentary from financial and accounting experts, the series educates viewers 
about the concepts and terminology vital to their financial literacy.

SPECIAL SERIES PRICE - ONLY $499.75 - a saving of $50
Individual titles: $109.95 each

Marine Stewardship Council: Japan
This program follows Alvin Hall’s 
efforts to help the MSC in its twofold 
task of convincing both fishers and 
consumers about the importance of 
choosing eco-friendly seafood. 
#394037DV-PS2  $139.95: DVD

CAMFED: Zambia
This program follows his interaction 
with the group in Zambia and its 
response to his inspiring influence. 
#394033DV-PS2  $139.95: DVD

APOPO Vapor Detection Technology: 
Tanzania and Mozambique
Host Alvin Hall witnesses these 
remarkable rodents in action and 
advises APOPO, the social enterprise 
behind the idea, on ways to secure its 
financial future. 
#394034DV-PS2  $139.95: DVD

Partners In Health: Malawi
This program features an analysis of 
PIH’s potential in Malawi, presented by 
finance expert Alvin Hall. 
#394035DV-PS2  $139.95: DVD

International Development 
Enterprises: India
This program examines whether or 
not the very poorest farmers using 
IDEI systems can really make enough 
money to pay for them, and whether 
or not IDEI’s inspirational boss will 
accept Alvin Hall’s challenge to groom 
a successor. 
#394036DV-PS2  $139.95: DVD

Riders for Health: Zambia
L Former motorbike racer Andrea 
Coleman and her husband Barry 
founded Riders for Health in 1996 
to provide practical solutions to the 
continent’s transportation problems. 
Now they face a new challenge from 
host Alvin Hall: to set up a medical 
transport network in rural Zambia.  
#394032DV-PS2  $139.95: DVD

Friends International: Cambodia
In this program, Alvin Hall advises the 
organization on how to boost proceeds 
to help even more youngsters. He 
hopes to further strengthen its 
outreach capabilities to connect with 
families and communities and achieve 
a productive life for all. 
#394038DV-PS2  $139.95: DVD

Kiva: U.S.A.
Kiva.org works with a network of 
microfinance institutions that use 
the site as a marketplace to attract 
loans for their clients. This program 
accompanies Alvin Hall as he tries to 
help Kiva.org achieve its ambitious 
expansion goals and bring a growing 
number of lenders directly to small 
entrepreneurs. 
#394039DV-PS2  $139.95: DVD

Alvin’s Guide to Good Business: Case Studies in Social Entrepreneurship
2011   22 min   Films for the Humanities
Alvin Hall, a finance expert with 25 years of experience on Wall Street, travels 
the world meeting social entrepreneurs and business leaders who are just 
as interested in doing good as in making money. In this eight-part series, 
Hall advises socially conscious enterprises and organizations operating in the 
developing world about how to become more effective. From Africa to Asia 
to North America, Hall presents executives with specific challenges that will 
put each group on a track toward becoming the streamlined source of global 
improvement its founders intended it to be. 

SPECIAL SERIES PRICE - ONLY $1049.60 - a saving of $70
Series Product #394031DV-PS2

FINANCIAL LITERACY BUSINESS
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The Micro Debt: 
A Critical Investigation
2011   CC   60 min   
Films for the Humanities
For decades, experts have hailed 
microcredit as the paramount solution 
to global poverty. But there is a lesser-
known version of that story in which 
Grameen bank founder Mohammad 
Yunus and other promoters of 
miniaturized finance appear to serve 
mostly their own interests. Bringing to 
light a range of potentially unethical 
practices and policies, this program 
explores the microcredit system that 
has been implemented across much of 
the developing world. 
#041417DV-PS2  $179.95: DVD

Big Mac: 
Inside the McDonald’s Empire
2007   46 min   
Films for the Humanities
Despite the low-wage, low-prestige 
reputation of the typical “McJob,” a 
McDonald’s franchise owner often 
manages budgets an income in the 
millions of dollars. This CNBC program 
looks at the history and working 
philosophy behind the world’s largest 
food-service corporation, featuring a 
number of interviews and concise case 
studies. 
#394071DV-PS2  $179.95: DVD

Made in Asia: Fast, Cheap, and Fair?
2007   45 min   
Films for the Humanities
Most industries exploit the advantages 
of globalization—specifically, low 
labour costs. Recently, however, major 
textile manufacturers have come 
under increasing pressure from fair 
trade activists and NGOs. This program 
studies the complex mix of economic 
forces, corporate policies, and social 
conditions that go into the production 
of everyday consumer goods, 
especially apparel items. 
#394078DV-PS2  $179.95: DVD

Freakonomics with Levitt and Dubner
2006   40 min   
Films for the Humanities
How do people get what they want? 
The most primal aim of economics 
is to find answers to that blunt 
but telling question, something at 
which Steven D. Levitt has proved 
particularly adept. In this ABC News 
program, Levitt and Stephen J. Dubner, 
coauthors of the best-selling book 
Freakonomics, reason out points 
of convergence between beauty 
pageant contestants and crack dealers, 
abortion and prison, children’s car 
seats and DVD players, consumers and 
tamarin monkeys, and black straight-A 
students and Hollywood celebrities. 
#394073DV-PS2  $179.95: DVD

General Motors: 
From Dream to Downfall
2009   41 min   
Films for the Humanities
Comparisons between General Motors 
and the Titanic are unfortunate, but 
inevitable. Confusing luxury with 
reliability, favouring a bloated status 
quo over true innovation, and ignoring 
a host of danger signals, GM finally 
fell victim to its own errors. This ABC 
News program studies the economic 
icebergs that sent the company 
into bankruptcy, as well as the 
technological life rafts that could, if 
properly utilized, save it from oblivion. 
#394076DV-PS2  $179.95: DVD

FREE ONLINE 
PREVIEWS! 

Visit www.mcintyre.ca

How I Made My Millions
2008   44 min   
Films for the Humanities
In ten concise entrepreneurship case 
studies, CNBC profiles successful 
companies and product lines that 
began with nothing but a great idea. 
Among the innovators featured 
are Lonnie Johnson, inventor of 
the Super Soaker water gun; Jim 
McCann, founder of 1-800-FLOWERS; 
Brian Scudamore, founder of 
1-800-GOTJUNK; Roxanne Quimby, the 
struggling artist who co-created the 
Burt’s Bees product line; Tom Garnier, 
whose obsession with industrial 
shredders led to SSI Shredding 
Systems; David and Shari Gold, the 
husband-and-wife team at the helm 
of the 99 Cent Only Stores retail chain; 
and Todd Greene, inventor of the user-
friendly HeadBlade.
#394080DV-PS2  $179.95: DVD

Rupert Murdoch: Media Emperor
2007   53 min   
Films for the Humanities
How did the heir to a small Australian 
newspaper become the ruler of a 
global media empire? How did he alter 
the face of publishing, broadcasting, 
media consumption, and even politics? 
This program examines the career 
of Rupert Murdoch, focusing on his 
creation of highly successful media 
establishments at the expense, many 
say, of substance and journalistic 
integrity. 
#394067DV-PS2  $179.95: DVD

Explaining Globalization
2006   56 min   
Films for the Humanities
Everyone talks about globalization, 
but what does it really mean? And 
what are its implications for the 
average person? In this compilation 
of NewsHour segments, experts from 
the U.S. and abroad speak their minds 
on a shrinking world and an expanding 
global economy.
#394072DV-PS2  $179.95: DVD

When the World Breaks: Actors and 
Artists Recall the Great Depression
2010  58 min  Films for the Humanities
“The world breaks every one,” Ernest 
Hemingway wrote in A Farewell to 
Arms, “and afterward many are strong 
at the broken places.” This program 
applies those sentiments to the 
Great Depression and what it taught 
many Americans about creativity and 
survival. A multitude of well-known 
cultural figures—including Mickey 
Rooney, Jerry Stiller, Ray Bradbury, 
Phyllis Diller, and other artists and 
entertainers—share vivid memories 
of the period, accompanied by a 
vibrant tapestry of archival footage. 
Their stories of poverty, foreclosures, 
family crises, and social injustice bring 
to life a formative decade in U.S. 
history while shedding light on today’s 
challenges. Prominent psychologists, 
activists, and economists are also 
featured.
#394202DV-PS2  $145.95: DVD

BUSINESS BUSINESS
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Football High: Frontline
2011   CC   60 min   PBS
High school football has never had 
a higher profile, with nationally 
televised games, corporate 
sponsorships and minute-by-
minute coverage on sports 
websites. FRONTLINE examines 
teams whose workout schedules, 
practices, and styles of play 
increasingly imitate the pros, and 
asks the question has the amped-
up culture of high school football 
outrun necessary protections for 
the boys who play the game?
#041419DV-PS2   $59.95: DVD

Money and March Madness: 
Frontline
2011   CC   60 min (3 programs)   
PBS
Money and March Madness - Take 
an inside look at the multi-billion 
dollar business of the NCAA and 
its brand of amateur college 
sports. In this investigation, 
correspondent Lowell Bergman gains access to Sonny Vaccaro, a former 
marketing executive at Nike, Adidas, and Reebok who helped bring about the 
rapid commercialization of college basketball. Vaccaro’s success made coaches, 
administrators, and companies rich. But the players remain at the mercy of the 
NCAA, which, despite a new $10.8 billion contract for its basketball tournament, 
has continued to insist that the athletes don’t get paid. Now, Vaccaro has left the 
business world and he’s spearheading a class-action lawsuit that aims to ensure 
that players get a piece of the action. 
Also included:
Who’s Afraid of AI Weiwei-- - FRONTLINE presents this intimate portrait of a man 
who’s sometimes called China’s Andy Warhol--Ai Weiwei.  
The Private Life of Bradley Manning - Later in the hour, as the WikiLeaks fall-
out continues, FRONTLINE presents an exclusive interview with Brian Manning, 
Private Bradley Manning’s father, who speaks out for the first time about why 
he still believes his son did not hand over the largest cache ever of classified 
documents to the whistle-blowing site.
#041420DV-PS2  $59.95: DVD

Before You Apply: Job Skills and 
Evaluation
School is over and it’s time to go out 
and get your dream job—but what is 
that, exactly? This video helps new 
graduates and beginning jobseekers 
clarify their professional goals and 
find jobs that fit their skills, passions, 
priorities, and long-term plans.
#394148DV-PS2  $109.95: DVD

 Before You Apply: Resumes, 
Portfolios, and Your Online Persona
Job hunting is about selling yourself—
but to make a sale, you have to 
advertise. From traditional paper 
resumes to new-media methods of 
self-promotion, this video explores the 
best ways for applicants to showcase 
their talents, accomplishments, and 
potential value to employers.
#394149DV-PS2  $109.95: DVD

Getting The Job: Job Search and 
Networking
After a jobseeker has decided what 
industries and positions to target, and 
after he or she has created a stellar 
resume and work sample presentation, 
it’s time to start the hunt. This 
program helps viewers make that leap 
of faith and fortitude with down-to-
earth advice on where to look, who 
to talk to, and how to avoid common 
pitfalls. 
#394150DV-PS2  $109.95: DVD

Getting The Job: Cover Letters, 
Interviews, and Job Offers
A job search is like climbing a 
mountain. With the summit in sight 
you must become more focused than 
ever. This program guides viewers 
through that last push, from crafting 
a cover letter around a specific 
employer’s expectations to the range 
of responses a bona fide job offer 
might warrant.  
#394151DV-PS2  $109.95: DVD

Doing The Job: Starting Out and the 
Daily Grind
“My first day, my mind was reeling.” 
“I didn’t want to make any mistakes.” 
All of these are common and 
valid reactions to the first day of 
employment. But, as this video 
illustrates, a new hire’s nervousness 
and uncertainty can be the flipside 
of excitement, ambition, and an 
eagerness to learn the ins and outs of 
the company. 
#394152DV-PS2  $109.95: DVD

Doing the Job: Basic Job Skills
Often, it is a professional attitude that 
makes a worker valuable—an array 
of personal strengths that enable her 
or him to accomplish goals, get along 
with colleagues, and rise through the 
ranks. This video brings those all-too-
elusive aspects of job success into 
focus.
#394153DV-PS2  $109.95: DVD

Get Hired and Go: 
The Complete Guide To Getting a Job and Doing It Right

2011   CC   26-30  min   Films for the Humanities
Finding the right job involves so many different steps and strategies that it’s 
almost impossible to know where to start. This six-part series helps lay out a 
clear path to fulfilling employment, beginning with the self-assessment needed 
to begin the journey and culminating in the best ways to settle into a new, 
rewarding position—whether it’s in an office or in the trades. Chaptered into 
self-contained modules based on specific job-search phases, each episode 
presents expert advice from career counselors and earnest testimonials from 
young people who have experienced job-hunting challenges firsthand.

SPECIAL SERIES PRICE – ONLY $599.95 – a saving of $60
Series Product #394147-PS2

SPORT & BUSINESS CAREER SKILLS
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Human Service Careers
2011   CC   20 min   LearningZoneXpress
Do you enjoy helping other people? A career in human services may be just 
for you! Human services careers involve tending to families and to human 
needs, whether it be early childhood, counseling and mental health, family and 
community services, personal care, or consumer services. Explore a variety 
of human services career options, with varying levels of required education, 
including: 
• Small Business Owner 
• Clergy 
• Personal Trainer 
• Marriage & Family Counselor
• Social Services Worker 
• Sales Consultant
#430148DV-PS2  $89.95: DVD, web guide

Customer Service Basics: Service with a Smile!
2011    CC   20 min   LearningZoneXpress
In this humorous video that is reminiscent of “The Office”, join the employees of 
the fictitious Lucky Star Coffee Company as they learn about customer service. 
Mark, the shop manager, thinks he’ll be leading a training seminar on good 
customer service. And why wouldn’t he, since he knows everything to know 
on the subject? Mark and his crew quickly discover the reason for the seminar 
when they are shown security camera footage of misguided (and hilarious) 
interaction with customers. Through the seminar, viewers learn three main steps 
to good customer service including:
•   Listening to the customer 
•   Anticipating needs 
•   Admitting mistakes
#430149DV-PS2    $89.95: DVD, web guide.

Planning Your Business: 
Research, Goals, and Business Plans
This program offers insight into 
market exploration, determining a 
viable market niche, gauging the 
level of need for a product or service, 
learning about one’s customer base, 
and deciding on the most appropriate 
business structure. 
#394142DV-PS2  $109.95: DVD

Starting Your Business: 
Financing, Branding, and Regulations
Topics include typical ways of 
obtaining financing; the crucial 
steps of fulfilling federal, state, and 
local paperwork requirements; the 
acquisition of equipment and other 
assets; the potential need for a 
physical store or office space; and 
guidance on crafting an enduring and 
evocative company name. 
#394143DV-PS2  $109.95: DVD

Finding Your Customers: 
Marketing and Advertising Your 
Business
Packed with advice from experienced 
entrepreneurs, this video highlights 
smart ways to generate recognition for 
a start-up business and drive traffic to 
it.  
#394144DV-PS2  $109.95: DVD

Managing Your Business: 
Prices, Finances, and Staffing
Topics include obtaining proper 
insurance; determining the best 
market prices for goods and services; 
finding the right software and record-
keeping systems for sales, billing, 
expenses, and taxes; and making 
sure that an array of government 
and bureaucratic requirements are 
fulfilled. The program also features 
extensive discussions of hiring, 
training, motivating, and disciplining 
employees.
#394145DV-PS2  $109.95: DVD

Looking Ahead: Exiting Your Business
This video explores various end-game 
scenarios for business owners, helping 
to clarify long-term goals for anyone 
on the verge of creating a company 
while detailing the possibilities 
and challenges that each type of 
conclusion involves. 
#394146DV-PS2  $109.95: DVD

You’re the Boss: Starting and Running Your Own Business Series
2011   25 to 30 min ea   Films for the Humanities
Designed for anyone currently weighing the decision to launch a business as 
well as those who want to push full-steam ahead, this five-part series provides 
inspiration, insight, and nuts-and-bolts guidance on building a thriving company. 
Eye-opening video, graphics, and narration lay out the basic concepts while 
business experts and entrepreneurs who have carved their own paths to success 
shed light on a wide range of issues—from branding and marketing to the 
hurdles of government paperwork to the people-smarts needed to manage and 
motivate employees. To expand viewer awareness of long-term objectives and 
strategy, an episode on closing or selling a business is also included.

SPECIAL SERIES PRICE – ONLY $499.75 - a saving of $50 - Series #394141DV-PS2
Individual episodes: $109.95 ea

CAREER SKILLS CAREER SKILLS
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Electrical Safety
Those who work with electricity 
continually run the risk of electric 
shock and electrical fires. This video 
details electricity-related safety 
procedures to follow for these hazards 
as well as protection of electrical 
instruments and solid-state devices. 
An excellent overview for those who 
work with electricity and a useful 
general safety video for anyone else 
studying technology.
#393942DV-PS2  $109.95: DVD

Welding Safety
This video covers the most important 
safety rules and protective equipment 
to use when performing MIG, TIG, 
arc, and gas welding. Welding helmets 
and their lens ratings, leather aprons 
and gloves, welding gas respirators, 
heat shields, and fire extinguishers 
are discussed, and various types of 
welders, including plasma cutters, are 
illustrated.
#393943DV-PS2  $109.95: DVD

Woodworking Safety
This video summarizes the most 
critical safety measures to observe 
when using table saws, radial arm 
saws, planers, routers, lathes, 
joiners, large belt sanders, and 
other woodworking technology. The 
bottom line? Woodworking tools 
and equipment are very powerful 
machines that must be understood 
and respected.
#393944DV-PS2  $109.95: DVD

General Shop Safety 
This video demonstrates the types of 
dangers present in any industrial or 
manufacturing atmosphere and then 
explains how to prevent accidents. 
Actual industrial accidents (cranes 
collapsing, foundry explosions) are 
used to stress the importance of 
using proper methods when in a 
general shop. An excellent program for 
technology/vocational courses.
#393945DV-PS2  $109.95: DVD

Metalworking Safety
Metalworking is a broad field of 
study that encompasses several large 
industries. This informative video 
demonstrates the kind of precautions 
that should be taken when working 
with metals. Sheet metal work, 
soldering, foundry work, and forging 
are covered, along with handling steel 
beams at a construction site (the 
Shedd Aquarium, in Chicago). Footage 
of fatal accidents and testimonials 
from steelworkers reinforce the 
importance of safety. This video 
should be viewed by anyone studying 
technology or any metal-working 
trade.
#393946DV-PS2  $109.95: DVD

FREE ONLINE 
PREVIEWS! 

Visit www.mcintyre.ca

Safety and Technology Series
2011  21-23 min each   A Shopware Production
Working in the crafts and the trades is a rewarding way for people to get their 
hands into their work—but it can be dangerous, too. This six-part series shows 
how to play it safe when working with technology used in various professions. 
Protect your students by making these videos compulsory viewing!

SPECIAL SERIES PRICE - ONLY $499.75 -  a saving of $50
Individual titles: $109.95 each

Hybridization
Volume Five of this series focuses on 
the mechanisms and benefits of plant 
hybridization. By observing cross-
pollination techniques on tomatoes 
and day lilies, students will be able to 
replicate or even find new applications 
for this technology. 
#SLP047DV-PS2  $119: DVD

Grafting Vegetables Approach and 
Cleft Grafting
Grafting is a well-known method of 
improving crop performance of long-
lived, woody plants like fruit and nut 
trees, roses and grapes. Grafting is 
also used commercially to improve 
vegetable crops. Now, with this new 
DVD, horticulture instructors can 
quickly demonstrate the principles and 
mechanics of grafting by using fast-
growing annual vegetables. 
#SLP048DV-PS2  $119: DVD

World Food Crops: Grains and 
Legumes
Grains and legumes feed half of the 
world‘s growing population and 
also make fascinating subjects for 
propagation. Volume Seven covers 
the propagation methods for the 
major cereal crops (including “The 
Big Three”) as well as legume crops, 
such as soybeans, peanuts and lentils. 
Harvesting, threshing, winnowing and 
grinding techniques are demonstrated 
by both hand tools and modern 
machines. 
#SLP049DV-PS2  $119: DVD

World Food Crops: Tropicals
Volume Eight presents the 
reproduction techniques as well as 
cultural information for food staples 
grown in tropical regions. These 
economically-important crops feed 
much of the world’s population yet 
most of these plants are practically 
unknown in North America. The 
program shows the easiest ways to 
propagate tropical food staples such 
as cassava, taro, sorghum, true yams, 
plantains and bananas. 
#SLP050DV-PS2  $119: DVD

World Food Crops: Roots
Roots are one of the most nutritional 
foods on earth, still so many easy-to-
grow and delicious root crops never 
make it to the market. This program 
presents step-by-step propagation 
techniques for common as well as 
unusual root crops grown and eaten 
throughout the world. 
#SLP051DV-PS2  $119: DVD

Also Available:
Volume 1: Seeds 
#SLP022DV-PS2  $119: DVD
Volume 2: Cuttings 
#SLP023DV-PS2  $119: DVD
Volume 3: Vegetative Techniques 
#SLP024DV-PS2  $119: DVD
Volume 4: Tubers and Tuberous Roots 
#SLP042DV-PS2  $119: DVD

Science of Propagation Series
2011   min   San Luis Video Publishing

SPECIAL SERIES PRICE - ONLY $891 -  a saving of $180 (9 programs)
Series Product #SLP046DV-PS2

Individual titles: $119 each
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So You Want to Be a Designer? A How-To Guide to Product Design
2011   25 min ea   Films for the Humanities
This 8-part series explores the challenges facing product designers, covering 
a range of subjects including user design, mass manufacture, testing and 
modification, and the use of sustainable materials both for packaging and for 
products. The series features case studies, explains relevant terminology, and 
provides an in-depth look at manufacturing processes. 

SPECIAL SERIES PRICE – ONLY $799.60 – a saving of $80
Series Product #394163DV-PS2

Designing for the User
In this program viewers learn how 
observation, research data, and a 
feedback development cycle are 
brought into play to ensure that 
products meet the needs of the 
people using them.  
#394164DV-PS2  $109.95: DVD

Designing with Recycled Materials
This program profiles two companies 
who have successfully created 
products from recycled goods.  
#394165DV-PS2  $109.95: DVD

Life Cycle Assessment
Volvo’s ReCharge hybrid car has an 
electric motor in each of its wheels, 
helping to reduce the amount of 
carbon dioxide created when being 
driven. With the ReCharge serving as 
an example, this program shows how 
Life Cycle Assessment is employed to 
evaluate the environmental impact of 
manufactured goods.
#394166DV-PS2  $109.95: DVD

Product Design and Mass 
Manufacture - Design Optimization
In this program designers from 
Britain’s Kinneir Dufort employ 
market research and model-making 
technology to redesign a peak flow 
meter, used by people with asthma to 
measure lung function. 
#394167DV-PS2  $109.95: DVD

Sustainable Packaging
As consumer attitudes change so too 
does the demand for high quality, well-
designed, environmentally sustainable 
goods. And in turn, the call for new 
kinds of products creates endless 
opportunities for designers all around 
the globe. 
#394168DV-PS2  $109.95: DVD

Choosing Sustainable Materials
This program profiles CO2 Zero, an 
eco-friendly housing development in 
the UK, focusing on its use of recycled 
plastics and FSC-certified wood. 
#394169DV-PS2  $109.95: DVD

Designing for Innovation and Safety
In this program Volvo representatives 
address the issue of combining safety 
features with good design while 
maintaining brand identity. Using the 
Volvo S60 as a case study, a design 
director discusses the challenges of 
balancing its pedestrian recognition 
technology with the overall look, feel, 
and performance of the car. 
#394170DV-PS2  $109.95: DVD

Product Design, Testing, and 
Modification
Trunki is a popular children’s ride-on 
suitcase. This program explains how a 
product became a worldwide success 
through following three important 
principles of good merchandise 
design: its construction was based on 
testing feedback and modifications, 
it conforms to legal safety standards, 
and its designer was knowledgeable 
about manufacturing options. 
#394171DV-PS2  $109.95: DVD

Understanding Electronics Series 
2008   20 min ea   Films for the Humanities
Using case studies, first-rate technical expertise, and high-energy video, this six-
part series helps develop hands-on knowledge and conceptual understanding in 
a variety of electronics fields. Viewers will learn about cutting-edge applications 
in health care, communications, manufacturing, automotive design, and 
environmental studies, while an additional episode highlights the design and 
construction of printed circuit boards. 

SPECIAL SERIES PRICE - ONLY $599.70 -  a saving of $60
Series Product ##394172DV-PS2

Individual titles: $109.95 ea

Health Care Applications: Electronics in Medical Imaging 
#394173DV-PS2  $109.95: DVD
Communications: Wireless and Fiber Optics 
#394174DV-PS2  $109.95: DVD
Industry Applications: Two Electronics Case Studies 
#394175DV-PS2  $109.95: DVD
Transport: The Electronic Future
#394176DV-PS2  $109.95: DVD
Environmental Applications: Electronics and Climate Studies 
#394177DV-PS2  $109.95: DVD
Printed Circuit Boards: Uses, Design, and Manufacture 
#394178DV-PS2  $109.95: DVD

We have Canada’s best collection of Technology DVD’s.
Call if you are interested in seeing more:

• Automotive
• Welding

• Culinary & Hospitality
• Woodworking
• Construction
• Horticulture

• MasoPSy
• Plumbing

& more.

View on-line at 
www.mcintyre.ca
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Trapped in an Elevator: NOVA
2010   CC   60 min   PBS
Elevators move millions of passengers 
every day. In TRAPPED IN AN 
ELEVATOR, NOVA reveals the secret life 
of these ubiquitous machines. Once 
brawny but simple machines, elevators 
are getting a brainy makeover. 
Computer controls are getting 
passengers to their destinations faster 
and more safely than ever before. But 
will the elevator-wary be comfortable 
handing over the reins to computers?
#041316DV-PS2  $54.95: DVD

Emergency Mine Rescue: NOVA
2010   CC   60 min   PBS
An engineering triumph in Chile!
With special access to the site of the 
San José mine, interviews with the 
mining engineers and the miners’ 
steadfast families, and animations of 
the underground tunnels carved out 
by a century of mining, NOVA reveals 
the extraordinary stories of the three 
rescue teams, racing against time--
and each other--to punch through the 
layers of rock and reach the miners’ 
chamber. A story of astonishing 
survival and unwavering hope, 
Emergency Mine Rescue gives viewers 
an unprecedented look at this triumph 
of technology and of the human spirit. 
#041315DV-PS2  $54.95: DVD

Engineering Ground Zero: NOVA
2011   CC   60 min   PBS
On the tenth anniversary of 9/11, 
NOVA presents an epic story of 
engineering, innovation, and the 
perseverance of the human spirit. 
With extraordinary access granted by 
The Port Authority of New York and 
New Jersey, Engineering Ground Zero 
follows the five-year construction of 
One World Trade Center (1 WTC) and 
the National September 11 Memorial 
& Museum.
#041432DV-PS2  $49.95: DVD

Thai Acupressure Massage: Feet, 
Hands & Face for the Mat
2011   2 hours, 47 min   
Aesthetic Videosource
Dr. Anthony James, CMT, ND, MDAM, 
the top instructor in the United 
States, demonstrates how to provide 
a complete Thai acupressure massage 
for the feet, hands, and face; also a 
Thai reflexology balancing treatment 
for the feet and hands, all on a 
massage table.
#AV0055DV-PS2 $99.95: DVD

Reiki Healing Techniques
2011   1 hour, 6 min   
Aesthetic Videosource
Usui Reiki Master, Laiya Moniak, 
demonstrates the techniques and 
approach for providing this healing art. 
She discusses how the energy system 
works, how chakras and auric bodies 
affect our well being, and how to 
achieve what is possible.
#AV0056DV-PS2 $99.95: DVD

Mineral Makeup Techniques
2010   2 Hours, 25 min   
Aesthetic Videosource
Leslie Graham, an award-winning 
professional makeup artist, 
demonstrates the professional 
techniques for applying mineral 
makeup to achieve an airbrushed look 
for natural day makeup and more 
dramatic evening looks
#AV0047DV-PS2 $99.95: DVD

FREE ONLINE 
PREVIEWS! 

Visit www.mcintyre.ca

LympathicDrainge: Massage Therapy 
- Body
2010   2 Hours, 21 min   
Aesthetic Videosource
Meade Steadman demonstrates 
step-by-step how to provide manual 
lymphatic drainage massage on the 
body. He shows the strokes used in 
lymphatic massage and demonstrates 
a routine for providing manual 
lymphatic drainage to promote 
lymphatic flow and the proper 
function of this critical system.
#AV0048DV-PS2 $99.95: DVD

Lymphatic Drainage: Massage 
Therapy - Face & Neck
2010   1 Hour, 2 min   
Aesthetic Videosource
Expert massage therapist and 
instructor, Meade Steadman 
demonstrates step-by-step how to 
provide manual lymphatic drainage 
massage on the face and neck. He 
shows the strokes used in lymphatic 
massage and demonstrates a 
complete routine for providing manual 
lymphatic drainage.
#AV0049DV-PS2 $99.95: DVD

Party Lashes
2010   1 Hour, 6 min   
Aesthetic Videosource
Eyelashes accentuate the most 
dramatic feature on the face: the eyes. 
Learn from professional Hollywood 
makeup artist, Damien Salter, how 
to add to the drama with additional 
lashes, eyelash strips, gems, or even 
synthetic flower petals. 
#AV0050DV-PS2 $99.95: DVD

Craniosacral Therapy Techniques
2010   2 Hours, 27 min   
Aesthetic Videosource
John Hoffmann, CMT, demonstrates 
the techniques used in a general 
craniosacral therapeutic session to 
assess and palpate the fluidity of the 
craniosacral system which affects the 
body’s overall health. This holistic, 
hands-on technique alleviates the 
restrictions on the craniosacral flow 
that can cause illness, pain, and 
dysfunction. 
#AV0051DV-PS2 $99.95: DVD

Myofascial Release Techniques
2010   3 Hours, 33 min   
Aesthetic Videosource
Certified massage therapist, John 
Hoffmann, demonstrates the strokes 
and techniques for a detailed 
myofascial release session for the 
entire body. In this comprehensive 
video, he also addresses benefits and 
contraindications, warm-up, landmark 
muscles along their anatomical 
path, and how to address specific 
complaints
#AV0052DV-PS2 $99.95: DVD

Related titles: 
The Ultimate Ultrasonic Facial; Deep 
Tissue Massage Therapy Series; 
Platform Artistry Hair Series; Create 
Faces - Face Painting Series and many 
more!

TECHNOLOGY COSMETOLOGYCOSMETOLOGY
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What Are You Thinking?: Conferring in Reader’s Workshop 
Patrick A. Allen

For Grade 3-5 Teachers   2011   96 min    
Stenhouse Publishers
Have you ever wanted to sit down beside 
a master teacher and see how he or she 
confers? In this DVD, join Patrick Allen, 
author of Conferring: The Keystone of 
Reader’s Workshop, as he confers with nine 
different students over the course of two 
days. 
Sitting down one-on-one with a student in 
a conference is the best way to differentiate 
instruction so all students can learn the 
comprehension skills and strategies that 
wise readers use and possess. Patrick 
demonstrates how to connect with readers, 
how to monitor their progress through 
individual records, and, perhaps most 

important, how to make children love books and reading while honoring their 
individuality. Let’s face it: conferring in reader’s workshop is hard work. There is 
no script or program that plans for all the ways a conference can be managed.
 

Throughout What Are You Thinking? Patrick provides a strong model for 
navigating the open-ended possibilities that each reader brings to a reading 
conference. In the lesson on Determining Importance in Text, we see Patrick 
model how readers decide what is essential in the text they are reading and 
then watch as he confers with his students about the decisions they are making 
while reading. Each of the nine conferences has a different instructional focus, 
including vocabulary, appropriate text choice, expository text, and reading with 
a writer’s eye. This DVD will leave you ready to confer with readers in your 
classroom! 
#000154DV-PS2    $295: DVD + viewing guide on CD-ROM

Paraeducators: Quality Supervision and Training
2009   CC   69 min (2 disks)   
National Professional Resources
From one of the leading authorities, Dr. Nancy French, comes a comprehensive 
and powerful two-set DVD for the effective supervision and training of 
paraeducators. In order to most effectively utilize paraeducators, schools need 
to provide an environment where teachers “coach” and paraeducators “learn” to 
better understand their roles and responsibilities. This DVD program addresses 
the supervision and support of paraeducators as they work in:
•  Inclusive/co-teaching classrooms 
•  Response To Intervention (RTI) and data collection roles 
•  Implementing instructional accommodations 
    modifications 
•  Student supervision and behaviour monitoring
This DVD set is cost-effective for the training of both teachers and 
paraeducators.
#981104DV-PS2  $209: DVD (2 disks)

Oops, Wrong Planet: Understanding Asperger’s Syndrome
2008   55 min    Films for the Humanities
Einstein, Beethoven, Mozart, Van Gogh: all displayed symptoms of Asperger’s 
syndrome. But not every person with Asperger’s is a genius. This program 
follows a self-described eccentric who, after discovering he matches up with 
the general Asperger’s profile, sets out on a quest to learn all he can about 
the disorder, and whether he truly does have it. Along the way, he speaks with 
author Michael Fitzgerald, Professor Temple Grandin, Professor Alan Snyder, 
Wired magazine’s Steve Silberman, Professor Simon Baron-Cohen, and a number 
of children and adults with AS about topics ranging from Asperger’s traits, 
to possible causes of the condition, to “Geek Syndrome” and the AQ Test. A 
warm and understanding look into the very different world of autism spectrum 
disorders.
#394123DV-PS2  $179.95: DVD

Decoding Autism: 
Canada AM
2010   CC   38 min    CTV
In this 5-part program, 
two autism experts 
discuss early diagnosis 
and intervention and 
the huge impact it can 
have on an autistic child’s 
long-term progress. They 
examine different issues, 
treatments, perspectives 
and resources for 
Canadian families. The 
5 segments include: The 
Value of Early Diagnosis; 
Therapy; Day in the Life; 

Adults with Autism; Canada a Leader in Autism Research
CTV472DV-PS2  $99.95: DVD
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